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Closing statement

Édito
Times of crisis act
as catalysts
I am delighted and honored to speak to you through this Editorial of the
SIACI SAINT HONORE 2020-2021 White Paper. For several months now,
we have been living through a health crisis of unprecedented proportions,
which is disrupting our day-to-day lives and challenging our familiar points
of reference. Against this backdrop, the publication of this White Paper is
particularly significant. Its purpose is to provide a snapshot and analysis of
the key trends in the insurance market to inform and enlighten the decisionmaking process of our clients and partners.
Times of crisis often act as catalysts because they force us to reflect. If we
are to rise to the challenge and adapt, it is essential that we unite around
universal values. For the insurance market, it is undoubtedly also a question
of returning to the basics of customer relations and more than ever placing
personal skills, expertise and know-how at the heart of everything we do.
SIACI SAINT HONORE’s way of operating, as a local player, is a major asset
that is proving to be particularly relevant in this period of uncertainty. Over
the last few months, we have also transformed our Property and Casualty
and Marine business, which is now known as SIACI Corporate & Specialty.
This new structure, which is already fully operational, facilitates the rollout of our activities on a global scale by making our vision for the business
a priority and by giving greater responsibility to our co-workers.

The SIACI Corporate & Specialty teams have shown remarkable commitment and enthusiasm in
producing this White Paper to provide each one of you with the means to define your strategy against
the current backdrop of a hardening market. It includes a comprehensive review of the insurance
markets and their trends for the upcoming renewals, structured around 5 globally-oriented Business
Lines corresponding to our target segments:


Property & Casualty (P&C): Damage, Third-party Liability, Financial Lines, and Motor Fleets



Marine, Aviation, Credit, and other Specialties



Hull, P&I, and Shipping



Construction & Energy



Jewelry & Art

Our goal is as simple as it is ambitious: to bring you solutions in consulting, insurance, reinsurance and
alternative risk transfer across all Property & Casualty, Marine and specialty lines, all over the world.
Our international network, SIACI Global Partners, is unique because it is made up of local subsidiaries
and partners committed to serving each and every client to the same high standard, in line with our
shared values. It is, more than ever, at the heart of our offerings.
Finally, I wanted to share with you, in this White Paper, our latest innovations in the field of Data and
Digital. The ongoing digital transformation in our industry is opening up great opportunities which
will enhance the quality of our service. That is why we have set up an experienced team dedicated to
technological innovation to work on the continuing improvement of our digital solutions.
We are all united around and driven by a shared goal of excellence to help us achieve our ambition of
becoming the leading independent European broker operating on a global scale.

I hope you enjoy the White Paper and find
it useful.
All of my teams are available to work
with you on your projects. Together we
will get through these challenging times.
Cédric Charpentier
Managing Director, SIACI Corporate & Specialty

SIACI GLOBAL PARTNERS

Coordination
& International
Network

Our network, made up of our local subsidiaries and
partners, is committed to serving all of our clients
anywhere in the world to the same high standard, in
line with our values.
The loyalty of our clients, averaging 14 years in our
international key account portfolio, is the greatest
testimony to the success of our network.

Moreover, the expertise of our partners is a real
differentiator as they have all chosen to work with
SIACI SAINT HONORE and this goes beyond the simple
provision of services: they bring their added value and
their knowledge of local markets. This allows us to
have direct and privileged access to local insurance
conditions, to understand their practices and be able to
put our international solutions to the test.

Our network, based on the Group’s 4 values,
Independence, Expertise, Availability and Innovation,
is above all flexible so that our clients can create an
international network in their own image which meets
the expectations of their subsidiaries.
SIACI SAINT HONORE is the only broker able to provide
a customized response to the central and local wishes
of clients.

SIACI Global Partners’ brokers have teams dedicated
to managing international accounts with a named
manager in charge of the relationship with SIACI SAINT
HONORE and its clients. Over the years, several of them
have formed expert operational teams in a number of
business sectors. These teams are fully available to
meet the needs of our clients’ local subsidiaries and
the local manager guarantees quality and continuity of
service.
In addition, we meet with our partners throughout the
year to ensure communication remains fluid and that
our commitments are met.

Entirely managed from Paris, SIACI Global Partners
is made up of subsidiaries and partners in more than
170 countries. Like us, our partners want to remain
independent. The values that we share, and that bring
us together, are founded on our willingness to work
together to offer the best possible level of service to
our clients. This independence is evidenced by:


total flexibility in the choice of local brokers, both
in and out of the SIACI Global Partners network, so
that our clients can create an international network
chosen entirely by them,



formalization of our mutual commitments through
service level agreements,



objective selection criteria for local brokers:
expertise, seniority and team performance.

Finally, in the current context of technological
innovation, we have created our own international
program management extranet, SIACI GlobalNet which
facilitates the delivery of instructions, monitoring and
the production of our reports.

This flexibility is possible thanks to a coordination
team in Paris accustomed to working with
independent brokers and third-party networks,
ensuring the implementation, management and
day-to-day administration of all our international
programs to deliver the same level of service both
locally and centrally.
This team has been strengthened in terms of
seniority and numbers.
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SCOPE OF OUR SIACI GLOBAL PARTNERS NETWORK
SIACI GlobalNet International Extranet
SIACI SAINT HONORE has created a new extranet tool which is available to local
brokers (partners or third parties) to facilitate the delivery of instructions and the
verification of draft policies issued by local insurers for the renewal or implementation
of integrated policies.
SIACI GlobalNet consolidates all the information and documents online for a
comprehensive overview of your global programs and allows you to:

46 countries
EUROPE

39 countries
THE AMERICAS

9 countries
MIDDLE EAST
44 countries

32 countries
ASIA PACIFIC

AFRICA



generate and track detailed instructions,



view summaries and originals of local policies,



improve the flow of communications within the international network,



obtain a quick and easy overview of your programs and their status.

A common charter
Our mutual commitments are formalized in a charter shared by all of our partners. It
forms the bedrock of our relationships and defines the responsibilities of the Master
broker in terms of delivering information and supporting our partner brokers.
We require our partners to work to the same high standards with our clients
anywhere in the world:

250
170

Global
Programs

Countries

15
40

International specialists
in Paris

Languages spoken

Clients in our international Major Accounts portfolio stay with SIACI Corporate & Specialty for an
average of 14 years.

96 %
93 %

Advice

Response times

Quality of
management

Level of
remuneration

The charter, which applies to each partner, sets out
the services to be provided in line with the processes
formalized and monitored by the teams in Paris.

Roderic Upton
Director, Coordination and
International Network Division

of our clients have a good image of our company internationally*
of our clients believe that we guarantee a personalized relationship *

*Independent survey by Future Thinking France - 2019
White Paper 2020-21
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About GrECo
The GrECo Group offers its clients
individual solutions in risk and insurance
management. The Group operates 57
subsidiaries in 16 countries with more than
1,000 employees from its headquarters in
Vienna. We manage risk and are a trusted,
loyal partner in all matters, offering
progressive and tailored solutions.
GrECo, matter of trust.

Our long-standing
partnerships
GrECo - 30 Years of Excellence in CEE
The collaboration with some of our partners dates back more
than 20 years. One example is the GrECo Group whose head
office is in Austria with sites in Central and Eastern Europe.
Friedrich Neubrand, CEO, GrECo International Holding AG,
explains :

About THB
THB is one of the largest insurance,
reinsurance and employee benefits brokers
in Brazil, placing in excess of USD 200
million in premiums and with over 300
professionals and 3 offices in strategic
locations. First formed in 1978, THB was
built over a solid corporate culture. We
believe every client is unique and so are the
solutions we provide.

«In 1989, we were one of the first insurance brokers and
consultants to expand into Central and Eastern Europe. Today´s far-reaching network, our pioneering work in the
region as well as the trust placed in us has made us the leading insurance brokers and consultants in the CESEE region.
For decades, we have also been pursuing strategic
partnerships with leading international insurance brokers.
The main driver for this step has always been and still is to
support our clients in new markets, in order to offer them
consistently high quality in the area of risk and insurance
management. The partnership with SIACI SAINT HONORE was
among the first and today is still one of the most successful.”
Ante Banovac, Group Sales & Market Coordination, GrECo
International Holding AG, talks about his special relationship
with SIACI SAINT HONORE :

About Correcol
Correcol is the largest independent
insurance broker in Colombia. Correcol has
history in the market of over 68 years. 250
employees in offices in the main cities in
Colombia make Correcol the best option for
local and global clients with operations in
Colombia. Our International Business Unit is
comprised of multilingual and multicultural
staff with ample experience and knowledge
in insurance brokerage. Correcol is
licensed by the banking authorities, rated
AA by Standard & Poors, accredited by SGS
in ISO 9001 and ISO 2700, and certified by
Transparency International and Fenalco
Solidarity.

“GrECo works with partners around the world who share the
values of a client-first culture, flexibility and premium quality
in service delivery and who provide stability and continuity.
This can only be achieved by having individuals throughout the
organisation with a people-first attitude, and so attracting and
retaining the best talent with an entrepreneurial mindset. Also,
it is very important for us to know our partners personally and
to nurture those relations regularly.
SIACI SAINT HONORE clearly has it all. Our groups have longstanding relations on all levels – from client servicing teams up
to top management. We regularly meet at major international
events and even organize joint training courses for our servicing
teams in Paris or Vienna to underpin the importance of personal
interaction and the positive effects on cooperation. Clearly our
clients benefit from this.”

THB and Correcol – A successful collaboration in
South America
The strength of our network also lies in solutions providing alternative local
arrangements. Thanks to their technical support and their excellent market
knowledge, our partners give real impetus to the drive to acquire new contracts or
provide additional services to existing clients.
One example is the recent, successful collaborations with our partners in Brazil and
Colombia. In the middle of the year, we renewed the Property & Casualty program of
one of our major clients with significant exposure in South America.
The state of the Property & Casualty market and the significant exposures in Brazil
and Colombia led us to develop an alternative strategy to the straightforward renewal
of the global program that was coming to an end.
The main challenges were the coverage of riots and civil commotion, the high values
in Brazil and the earthquake exposure in Colombia.
We worked with our local partners, THB in Brazil and Correcol in Colombia, to
offer the client a number of different placement scenarios. THB was able to place a
primary layer in the Brazilian market, allowing us to provide Excess coverage under
the global program at a comfortable attachment point for global insurers.
Eduardo Lucena, CEO, and Felipe Moura, President were the main contacts at THB
for this placement.

Eduardo commented : “We worked very closely with SIACI SAINT HONORE and
the client risk manager to better understand the challenges of the placement,
allowing us to make the most of the advantages offered by the European and
Brazilian markets, delivering the best available solution to the client.”
Felipe added : “The local placement was customized to align with the limits and
coverage of the global Property programme and we were in contact with the
SIACI SAINT HONORE team almost on a daily basis. Regular and transparent
communication was key to this successful collaboration.”
Correcol placed Excess earthquake coverage on the Colombian market which enabled
us to limit the Earthquake coverage provided under the Global Property & Casualty
Program.
Enrique Acevedo, General Manager of Correcol, commented as follows:

“SIACI SAINT HONORE has a very solid relationship with the client and obtained
very complete information for us to place a first layer of the earthquake coverage. Previously we analyzed with SIACI SAINT HONORE and THB possible regional coverage for South America. Eventually we found two markets in Colombia,
and one quotation was very competitive. The client appreciates the fluid communication with SIACI SAINT HONORE and our regional presence in Medellin.”
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General trends

The corporate risk market is experiencing an unprecedented period of hardship, as evidenced by the following three
key developments:

1 Market behavior

Property
& Casualty

As in previous periods of hard market conditions (1993/1995 in Property & Casualty, Q2 of 2001 to Q1 of 2004 for all
corporate business lines, with a particularly hard environment in Property & Casualty), business terms and conditions
are being extensively reviewed and policy wording renegotiated in many lines (Property & Casualty, General Liability,
Directors’ and Officers’ Liability, and Cyber Fraud), and some business is subject to prevention requirements (Property
& Casualty), even if this factor is less significant than in previous hard cycles.
As in 2001/2004, this is a global crisis with an exacerbated reaction from the US and Lloyd’s markets.
However, the business lines which theoretically have excess capacity (P&C, Third-Party and Environmental Liability)
are facing a real supply crisis, particularly in Property & Casualty, corporate liability, and even more markedly in
Directors’ and Officers’ Liability. Insurers are anxious to preserve their capital and are reluctant to commit their
capacity if a risk is deemed to be “volatile”.
Where the insurers do underwrite the business, they assume only a small share, which applies even to lead insurers.
The lead insurer’s share of property and casualty underwriting is between 25% and 35%, excluding real estate and
other “soft” risks where the maximum share is often 50%.
In Third-Party Liability, most insurers no longer underwrite lines at 100%.

2 Extent of impacted insurance lines
The market downturn is now affecting all corporate risk insurance lines, which was not the case to this extent in
previous upward cycles.
Although the Environmental Multi-risk and Motor Fleet lines are in a less radical phase
than the others, they are nevertheless suffering the collateral effect of the hardening
market.
This is all the more difficult to explain as the Automobile claims experience has been
exceptionally good in 2020 given the two months of lockdown.

Frédéric Durot
Technical Director, P&C Division
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3 Cycle duration
The first signs of the current hard market phase were felt in Property & Casualty and
Financial Lines from the end of 2017. The radicalization of this hardening trend could
be clearly seen in the last quarter of 2018 in Property & Casualty and Financial Lines.
The Corporate Liability market was subject to remedial measures from 2019 onwards.
Based on the pattern of the last global upward cycle, a move away from the hard
market should have been expected by early 2021.
However, precisely the opposite is happening, as the market is still undergoing
remedial measures under the combined effect of:




the major impact of the Covid-19 health crisis:


financial impact for insurers estimated at between €130 billion and €200
billion, including €100 billion of estimated financial asset losses,



fear of a “scissors effect” between an increase in claims due to the major
economic crisis and a reduction in premium bases due to the sharp decline in
GDP worldwide.

reinsurers entering a period of crisis in Q3 of 2020
Until now, the reinsurance markets had not been a driving force in the upward
pricing trend. This is also unprecedented; when we remember the role played by
the reinsurance markets at the end of 2001, the change is stark: reinsurers, heavily
impacted by the Covid-19 crisis, have seen the Beirut explosion of August 4, 2020
(market impact of more than €1.5 billion) followed by many other disasters (wildfire,
floods). This reaction comes mainly from “Treaty” reinsurance which is also being
impacted by the 4th year of insurer losses and by a strong retrocession crisis. The
renegotiation of reinsurance treaties for corporate risks is a painful process, with
very significant increases which the ceding companies will be tempted to pass on.
More than in any other situation, the role of the broker
is essential as they work with their clients to define,
implement and adjust strategy but also tactics in a longterm adverse market.

At SIACI SAINT HONORE, we recommend the “PPR” 3-point approach:

Partnership
Promote the Partnership between the Insurers and the Insureds by presenting
a robust technical dossier highlighting the risk management policy and the
prevention/protection actions taken by the insureds, providing the insurers with a
full understanding of the exposure and helping them optimize the amount and cost of
the capacity being mobilized.

Prevention
Prevention across all business lines, particularly in Property & Casualty,
Environmental Multi-risk and Cyber fraud, with input from our teams of prevention
engineers and our subsidiary ARENGI, a leader in the field of risk management
consulting.

Retention
Consider all solutions to restructure the arrangements and increase the insured’s
retention, in conjunction with our subsidiary 2RS, now the European leader in ART
(Alternative Risk Transfer) and the management of captives and PCCs (Protected
Cell Companies).

Yann Simon
Sales Director, P&C Division
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Property Damage
Market capacity

Pricing trends

With combined capacity of more than €6 billion,
unchanged from 2019, the Property & Casualty
insurance market continues to have excess capacity.
However, this figure is theoretical, as we are seeing
a supply crisis due to extreme caution on the part of
a market which fears the volatility of industrial and
natural risks.

After 15 years of a continuous downward cycle, with
the exception of certain sectors with aggravated risks
and/or where there have been claims, the European
market has been under severe pressure since October
2018. This movement came a few months after a
hardening of the market first seen in the United States
and then in London at the beginning of 2018 following
an exceptional number of claims in 2017 (Harvey, Irma
and Maria). This turnaround targeted volatile activities,
i.e. those with a worsening claims experience and/or
major risks. This wave gradually increased to become
widespread from Q3 of 2019 in anticipation of the
January 2020 renewals.

Developments in coverage
Insurers are lagging behind in terms of coverage in
a hard market made even harder by the health crisis.
Coverage likely to expose insurers to systemic risks
is being reduced or even eliminated. The following
especially are being targeted:


Contingency Business Interruption (CBI) such as
“Supplier/client deficiencies” coverage, particularly
for "indirect Supplier/client deficiencies";



“Cyber” coverage which Property and Casualty
insurers are now refusing to provide; even if this
demand does not come as a surprise to us, as Cyber
coverage is a very specific business line, SIACI
SAINT HONORE is careful to ensure that insurers
do not exclude the physical damage resulting from
a Cyber attack;



exclusions of communicable diseases;



in general, “Non-damage business interruption” is no
longer being underwritten with the exception of selfinsured lines (captives and captive cells).

Insurers are insisting on these coverage restrictions
across their entire portfolio as stipulated by their
Treaty reinsurers.
Long-term agreements and/or extensions to these
agreements have become a rarity. If they are accepted
by insurers, it is for a limited period of two years
with a pricing increase generally scheduled in the
intermediate term.

The Covid-19 health crisis and the worsening results
of insurers and reinsurers in 2019 and the first half of
2020 (partly linked to the Covid-19 crisis) have added
considerably to this hard market. Significant increases
in reinsurance treaties are being announced for 2021
which should lead to a further upward trend in the
market. The striking and unprecedented fact is the
aversion to the volatility of the exposure on the part of
insurers and reinsurers.
In other words, insurers are underwriting with caution.
This leads to low-level uptake, even by lead insurers.
As a result, and despite the theoretical overcapacity,
a supply crisis is emerging which adds to the upward
pressure on pricing.
Double-digit increases are being seen almost
everywhere. The accounts being particularly targeted
are those where there have been claims and/or where
prevention is inadequate and/or where there are major
risks (fire, explosion, machinery breakdown, CBI and/
or natural events). In addition, accounts with rate
inadequacy compared to the technical benchmark are
seeing significant increases in an attempt to absorb
the pricing differential.

Medium-term outlook:
When will we see the end of the hard
market?
Before the health crisis, we could have hoped for an end to the hard cycle in 2021, as
soon as the significant increases levied by the market at the 2019 and 2020 renewals
began to reap their rewards in terms of insurers’ and reinsurers’ results, generating
a return to competition likely to bring about a market that would first stabilize and
then exert downward pressure on pricing. A comparison with the duration of the
previous hard market cycle (Q3 of 2001 to Q1 of 2004) also suggested such a scenario.
However, renewals are likely to be difficult until at least 2022 in the following
environment brought about by the Covid-19 crisis:


Significant financial impact on the insurance and reinsurance markets’ 2020
results with estimated losses of between €130 and €200 billion due to the health
crisis, including €100 billion from depreciation of financial assets.



Negative medium-term consequences expected on market results generated by
the health crisis due to a combination of the following factors:


impact on the duration of the health crisis with many claims requiring lengthy
investigations. The position of the courts on the numerous ongoing disputes
will be an important factor, as will the duration of the pandemic, the restrictive
effects of which continue to be felt in the economy,



fear of an increase in the frequency and intensity of claims due to the worsening
economic situation: feared impact on prevention, maintenance, inspections,
and investments in protection,



a reduction in insurable risks and therefore in premiums due to the drop in
GDP worldwide, producing a “scissors effect” on the claims/premium ratio
(drop in GDP in France of more than 10%, i.e. more than €250 billion in loss of
wealth).

Frédéric Durot
Technical Director, P&C Division
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Third-Party Liability
At a time of rising claims and concentration of players,
the Corporate Liability Insurance market is hardening
after a long period of falling rates.
The remedial measures which began to be implemented
in 2019, and were intensified by the renewals at
January 1, 2020, are anchored in a new reality: aversion
to volatility and a new policy of capacity allocation.
Across all accounts, risks are being reassessed and reunderwritten: this results in a reduction in commitments
on the part of many insurers and the adjustment of a
number of variables (pricing/deductibles/coverage).

Market capacity
Overall capacity in the French Third-Party Liability
market remains very substantial, in excess of €2 billion.
But over and above the pure theoretical capacity
available, the insurers’ strategy is to deploy only a
small part of this capacity to encourage the pooling of
risks in their portfolios.
This means that lines of €50 million or €100 million
with a single insurer are being renewed with a panel of
insurers: this phenomenon is magnified on lead lines
with low shares per insurer.
Moreover, the available capacity for coverage deemed
to be exposed and volatile such as non-consequential
financial loss, withdrawal or removal and reinstallation
costs, and Professional Third-Party Liability, has been
greatly reduced.

Developments in coverage
The move towards more standardization rather than
customization is becoming even more pronounced:
coverage extensions and exclusion buy-backs are
becoming rarer and are renegotiated on the basis of
well-documented risk analysis.
Policy wording is also being reviewed across the board
on “silent cyber” to prevent insurers being hit with
claims under both these and specific cyber policies.
The position of insurers on health risks is inconsistent,
with some insurers imposing an absolute exclusion,
while others are targeting only certain activities such
as leisure, education and mass distribution, which are
considered to be particularly exposed.
At this stage, there is no consensus on a market-wide
exclusion.

Focus on Environmental
Multi-risk coverage

Pricing trends

The Environmental Multi-risk and biodiversity damage market is also evolving, but in
a more measured manner. Nevertheless, the first signs of hardening are appearing,
particularly with the increase in the cost of reinsurance treaties.

Insurers are increasing their rates across their entire
portfolio based on the quality of the risk and its loss
experience: in fact, insurers’ technical loss ratios
are now sitting at around 55%. The average pricing
increase is between 15% and 20%.

Players in this market are maintaining their capacity levels and pursuing a 100%
risk policy. The arrival of two new capacities, from BHSI and SCOR SPECIALTY
INSURANCE, should be noted.

Co-insurance placements can also have an additional
impact on pricing with co-insurers proving to be more
demanding than the lead insurers.
Lastly, reinsurance treaties are being negotiated
upwards, which also contributes to this global move
towards pricing increases.

The extent of the coverage remains stable, even though exposed business sectors
such as oil & gas, waste and mining are under particular scrutiny.
We are no longer seeing pricing reductions, including for risks where there have
been no claims or where there is low-level exposure. Risks with poor underwriting
results are being re-priced across the board and accompanied by an increase in
deductibles.

These new capacity allocations require a rethinking of
program structures and even trade-offs between cost
and purchased capacity.

Marion Ory Milelli,
Deputy Technical Director,
Third-Party & Environmental
Liability Division
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Financial Risks

Pricing trends
At January 1, 2020, the average increase was around 20%. As of July 1, 2020, it is
over 30%. Insurers feel this is currently the only way to counter the volatility of this
market and make it sustainable in an uncertain macroeconomic world which impacts
directly on the claims experience.

Directors’ and Officers’ Liability
Insurers have been analyzing their entire portfolio since
the January 1 renewals. Fearing the consequences of
the financial and economic crisis resulting from the
health situation we are experiencing, insurers will keep
their requirements at the same level for the next 24
months.
80% of the major accounts renewed as of the second
quarter of 2020 are seeing a premium increase and
more than 50% a change of insurer, even if more than
70% retain the same lead insurer.
If there is a rise in the number of claims in Europe,
we expect to see some players leave the market,
particularly in specific segments such as financial
institutions, asset management and private equity.
The issue of maintaining underwritten capacity will
also arise on the insureds’ side in order to maintain the
impact of the cost.

Market capacity
We are seeing a significant drop in commitments per
insurer as they limit their exposure to €15 million in
the primary line and rarely more with the addition of
their Excess capacity. Some insurance companies have
already suspended or stopped writing financial lines
business. It is estimated that maximum capacity per
program on the continent is around €250 million and
€150 to €200 million for financial institutions.
Greater use will therefore have to be made of the
London market at the risk of generating price inflation.
More precisely, insurers are reducing their capacity
or are no longer insuring certain specific types of
coverage such as POSI (Public Offering of Securities
Insurance) aimed at IPOs in the American markets.
The maximum available capacity per program is around
€100 million in Side C for new IPOs in the United States.

Developments in coverage
The scope of the main types of coverage remains
stable, even if we are seeing integration in certain
markets (UK, Italy and Spain) and, on some occasions,
restrictions in case of financial failure (mostly sublimits in the event of bankruptcy and legal action for
insufficient assets) or, under American influence,
exclusions from Securities Class Actions related to the
Covid-19 crisis.
US and Class Actions deductibles are increasing
sharply in case of US exposure, with a minimum of
€1 million for large accounts. The most exposed
accounts in POSI or D&O listed in the US have retentions
of up to €25 million, or even more.
Insurers are enforcing a strict underwriting process
which must be prepared well in advance and which
includes specific issues related to managing the
consequences of the crisis.
Companies in the aeronautics, automotive, tourism/
hotel, media and performing arts sectors will see
significant changes in their programs in terms of
capacity, retention and premiums beyond 2021.

Market summary: EPL (Employment Practices Liability)
and PTL (Pension Trustee Liability)
EPL

Coverage

Capacity/
Deductibles

Premiums

Mickaël Robart,
Director, Financial Risks
Division

Comment

PTL

No limits on coverage with
regard to the Covid-19 crisis.
Some EPL policies include
pre-claim legal advice or crisis
management policy advice.

Questions being asked
over the charging of
excessive management
fees.

Insurer capacity is falling,
mirroring D&O.
Maximum capacity in case of
exposure in the USA is
€10 million and deductibles have
increased to $500k or even
$1 million for class/mass
actions.

Uncertain impact of
the current situation
with stable claims
experience.

No significant impact, but it
will depend on future claims
experience.

Upward trend even if it
remains moderate.

The impact of Covid-19 is
uncertain and fluctuates from
zone to zone and over time.
Developments to be monitored.

Insurers fear issues
around pension fund
failure and could impose
a strict exclusion
known as “pension fund
underfunding” where it
is not already in place.
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Cyber Fraud
Claims had already been on the rise before the crisis
of the Covid-19 pandemic. However, we have been
seeing an increase in the number of ransomware-type
attacks since June, at the end of strict lockdown, with
significant impacts in terms of operating losses for
industrial risks.

Market capacity
The Cyber Market in continental Europe is tightening
sharply. Impacted by high intensity “ransomware”
type claims, insurers are limiting their capacity to
€15 million in primary lines and €10 million or even
€5 million in Excess.
The Fraud insurance market has contracted sharply.
There is a risk of these policies no longer being
underwritten.
Some insurers are no longer underwriting new risks
and most of them are limiting capacity to €10 million
or even €5 million regardless of the attachment point.
In Fraud, but also in Cyber programs, most deductibles
are being increased with a minimum of €250,000 per
claim for mid-caps, and up to more than €1 million for
large accounts.

Developments in coverage
Insurers are gradually refocusing their coverage on
malicious acts and reducing their coverage of technical
failure and human error.
In addition, some insurers wish to restrict the notion
of IT service provider to hosting providers or data
processors.

W&I and Transactional Insurance
Lastly, we are seeing exclusion clauses appearing for
obsolete hardware such as Windows 7 or Windows
2008 servers, which are no longer supported by the
publishers.
Cyber insurers are more concerned about the quality
of the risk and are demanding more and more security
prerequisites, which means:


the risk of accounts that do not meet insurers’
requirements being terminated,



the risk of underwriting, and therefore placements,
being denied,



a reversal of strategy.

In view of the share of operating losses paid out in the
event of a claim, insurance companies are particularly
cautious when it comes to the industrial sector in
general.
As far as “Fraud” policies are concerned, insurers
are maintaining their restrictions on external fraud
through identify theft. Where they are included in
policies, most of these coverages are sub-limited.
In our view, outside of the SME/SMI segment, the
setting up of a combined Cyber/Fraud program has
no benefits, either in terms of cost control, or in terms
of coverage. Cyber and Fraud underwriting strategies
from the same insurer are too different to allow the
creation of a coherent program adapted to the insured’s
exposure.

Pricing trends
Insurers and reinsurers fear a scenario of systemic
cyber crisis and are tightening their reserve policy.
We are seeing ever greater increases in deductibles, a
20% to 30% increase in premiums and an almost total
absence of degression in Excess rates.
With regard to Fraud programs, insurers are continuing
with their policy of remedial measures which they
have been pursuing over the last two years, with rates
increasing by between 5% and 10%.

Almost 20% of W&I policies were hit by at least one
claim in the 2017-2019 period, an increase of 14% on
the historical average. The Covid-19 crisis has not
yet generated an increase in claims for insurance
programs covering W&I, contingency, tax indemnity,
Loss Buy Out, etc.
W&I insurance will no doubt be useful in the context
of minority divestitures or spin-off operations in an
effort to raise liquidity. Tax indemnity or contingency
solutions will be the most popular. Specific coverage
such as the clawback of government aid is being
considered.

Adequate due diligence on the impact of
Covid-19 and the consequences of the
economic crisis
The extent and scope of due diligence depends on
the circumstances of the target and therefore on the
transaction itself, for example, depending on the sector
in which the target operates, such as Aerospace,
Transportation and Automotive. For potential
purchasers, it is essential to assess how the Covid-19
crisis will affect the target and they should therefore
carry out more in-depth due diligence.

Impact on the underwriting process
With respect to the purchase of a W&I insurance
solution, the insurers will analyze whether the parties
have thoroughly assessed the impacts of Covid-19.
The impacts may be in terms of financial losses,
increased charges and reduced margins, potential
litigation, the early triggering of termination rights on
commercial contracts or impacts on loan agreements
(breach of covenant).

Developments in coverage
In the event of a Covid-19-related risk coming to light,
it is natural that the associated identified losses should
be excluded from coverage. In the absence of dedicated
due diligence, or if it did not offer the insurer sufficient
reassurance, the insurer may impose a general
absolute exclusion, a situation which should be avoided
and anticipated at all costs.

Capacity & retention

Similarly, the seller’s obligation to disclose all relevant
information could be broadened due to developments
in the company’s situation and more broadly in the
economic context.

Some insurers have already decided to limit their
commitments, but capacities per player remain high,
often exceeding €25 million. It is more difficult to obtain
coverage from insurers without a deductible (over and
above the materiality threshold of the SPA) or on a
“tipping to nil” basis.

Impact on warranties and representations
made by sellers

Pricing trends

In today’s volatile environment, purchasers may insist
that SPAs include specific warranties relating to large
client contracts, supply chain, financial situation or
contingency plans put in place to deal with the crisis.

We are seeing the end of the decline in premium rates
and do not anticipate an upturn unless the number
of claims rises. In view of the strong competition and
the investments being made by insurers to develop
their teams, it is reasonable to suppose there will be
no fundamental shift in the market but rather specific
decisions by certain highly-exposed insurers.

Purchasers will more often ask for identified Covid-19
risks to be addressed through a specific indemnity
from the seller or a price reduction, especially when
the seller needs to sell.
Sellers, for their part, will have to put restrictions on
warranties and set appropriate risk materiality limits.
If there is a gap between the signing and closing dates
of the transaction, buyers will increasingly demand that
the representations and warranties are made again at
closing (this is known as “bring down”, an essential
clause in an SPA).
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Monthly evolution of the number of claims in 2020 compared to 2019 (per
100 on a monthly basis)

Motor Fleets

2019

Market capacity

Pricing trends

120

In automobile risks, the capacity available from the
major players does not tend to vary from one year
to the next due to the very nature of the risk (highly
regulated compulsory liability insurance).
On the other hand, the number of players remains
particularly small, especially for large fleets or risksensitive activities (short-term rentals and public
transportation of passengers and goods).

Developments in coverage
There has been little or no change in contractual
coverage as the automobile market is by definition very
mature.
For medium-sized risks, there is a tendency for
insurers to increase deductibles while eliminating
certain types of low-stake contractual coverage which
requires significant management (glass breakage).
This phenomenon is even more pronounced in the
case of major risks. This is because friction costs
are increasingly prohibitive (non-recoverable taxes,
insurer’s management fees, etc.) and are driving
insureds to transfer fewer and fewer risks in order to
optimize costs.
Similarly, it is notable that deductibles in excess of
€10,000 or even €20,000 can be seen, when it is not
simply a question of eliminating any transfers to the
insurer, with the broker becoming the third-party
administrator of the damage claims.

Automobile risks have never benefited from the major
downward trends experienced by other lines over the
last 10 years. As a result, it is logical that automobile
risks should be treated separately from other risks now
that balanced technical results have been achieved.

100

The Covid-19 crisis had a serious impact on automobile
risks, with a drop in claims frequency during lockdown
of more than 70% (all risks combined) and this
frequency remains significantly lower than what was
seen in previous years.

40

By way of example, our portfolio shows excellent
technical results for the current fiscal year due to
both the drastic drop in activity during lockdown and
the “fits and starts” nature of the bounce back. Claims
frequencies seen since June 2020 (i.e. after lockdown)
remain significantly lower than in previous years
(around 30% to 40%).
Based on the SIACI SAINT HONORE portfolio (on a likefor-like basis), the graph below shows the considerable
impact of this pandemic:
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However, there is a great deal of divergence among
insurance companies, with some having a balanced
and well thought-out underwriting approach, while
others attempt to apply the same renewal rules to fleet
risks as those applied to other lines.
Renewals will therefore be complicated by differences
between the insurers’ positions and their clients’. This
will most certainly result in going to the market to
optimize the cost of our clients’ coverage.
Finally, the profound change that society is currently
undergoing, due to the almost systematic use
of teleworking in service companies, will have a
significant impact on category 1 fleets (executives
and sales staff). This may largely explain the low-level
frequency in evidence since June 2020.
Although insurers are, for now, refusing to factor in
these profound changes, it is clear they will have to be
incorporated in the short to medium term at the risk of
seeing their portfolios rapidly diminished.
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Technological developments
The number of electric vehicles is still growing very
slowly. On the other hand, we are seeing more rapid
growth in hybrid fleets, but this growth appears to be
mainly due to a tax windfall effect.
A few hydrogen vehicles are beginning to be
incorporated into the fleets of our energy sector clients.
France’s strategy for the development of carbon-free
hydrogen should lead to significant growth in this
sector over the next decade, when the costs of this
green technology will have greatly reduced.
It is currently possible to find insurance coverage for
this type of vehicle.

Laurent Nicolet,
Director, Motor Fleets
Division
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Reinsurance /
Risk Financing Solutions

Market capacity and pricing trends
P&C (Property & Casualty and Liability) reinsurance capacity remains in surplus worldwide for risks deemed to be
attractive by reinsurers, particularly with the contribution of the financial markets.

Estimate – Total Dedicated Reinsurance Capital (USD billions)

Facultative reinsurance

Traditional

311

The margins of leading reinsurers are at historically
low levels worldwide, while the transfer of provisions
in a move to improve technical results has been
a frequent occurrence, particularly to provide for
the expected Covid-19 losses and to factor in the
uncertainty surrounding the extent and duration of the
pandemic.
The combined ratios of the largest reinsurers were
greater than 100% in the first half of 2020 compared to
ratios of around 90% in the first half of last year.

The rating firm Moody’s has downgraded the growth
outlook for reinsurers worldwide from stable to
negative.
The rating firm Standard & Poor’s (S&P) has published
three reports setting out the situation of reinsurers. In
one of them, its analysts say they expect reinsurers to
end 2020 with a combined ratio of between 103% and
108%.
The reports were written in early September, before
California was ravaged by forest fires and Hurricane
Sally made landfall on U.S. shores.
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Combined Ratios and Positive Loss Reserve Development
by Reinsurance Sector
European «Big Four»
92,4%

91,3%

96,3%

108,9%

100,7%

101,4%

Loss Ratio
Expense Ratio

2014
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U.S. & Bermuda
88,9%

2015

92,5%

2016

109,2%

2017

104,3%

2018

Underwriting policy

Lloyd’s
96,9%

2019

90,0%

2015

Business development in 2020 has been encouraging
with a growing demand for reinsurance in the French
market. Given the post-Covid-19 situation and its
impact on the reinsurance sector, the market will
remain geared towards higher rates and hardening
conditions.
As the reinsurance system itself is based on the
spreading of risk across different levels, it is also
hampered by the hardening of retrocession terms,
which is reflected in the reinsurers’ offering to direct
insurers.
This contributes to the supply crisis which can also be
seen in the direct market. Reinsurers expect further
remedial measures during the next major renewal
cycle in January 2021.

97,9%

2016

114,0%

2017

104,6%

2018

102,1%

2019

There are no significant changes to the underwriting
policies of the main continental reinsurers. The
appetite for risk remains largely conditioned by a
matrix approach to business (quality/volatility of the
underlying risk/quality of the relationship with the
ceding company (treaty)).
The Lloyd’s market, given the results in recent years
and in particular the negative return on capital in 2017
and 2018, is even more selective in its choice of risks
and offers terms and conditions that are often much
higher and more restrictive than those available on the
continental market.

These terms and conditions are part of an ongoing
approach to risk underwriting which maintains
their technical prices and a controlled underwriting
discipline.
For the top twenty global reinsurers, estimated
Covid-19 losses are sitting at around $24.7 billion
[Munich Re ($2.7 billion), Swiss Re ($3 billion), Lloyd’s
($3.9 billion) and SCOR ($530 million)] according to
a Reinsurance News article published on October 30,
2020.
For the 2020 and January 2021 renewals, reinsurers
are systematically excluding all pandemic-related
factors, given the legal debates that have taken place,
in particular on the coverage of Business Interruption
resulting from the pandemic (Business Interruption
with no coverage of material damage). Claims reported
to date on short-tail lines remain lower than initial
estimates, but there is still uncertainty about future
reporting, particularly on long-tail lines (Liability).

Doha Tabouri,
Head of Facultative
Reinsurance Division
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Risk Financing Solutions
The hardening of the P&C (Property and Casualty
and Liability) market, particularly in Damage lines,
continued in 2020 with the Covid-19 crisis naturally
adding to the effect.
The hardening is evidenced by sometimes very
significant reductions in capacity, now including in
third-party liability where insurers are no longer
committing the full amount of their capacity.
Moreover, the economic environment of long-term low
rates which has become “the new norm” continues to
weigh heavily on reinsurers’ net return on equity.
In these circumstances, captives continue to be used on
several fronts in corporate risk financing arrangements:






on traditional insurance programs (Property and
Casualty, Business Interruption, Third-Party Liability,
Cyber, etc.), the increase in retentions that began in
2018 continues but the equation for balancing overall
corporate budgets (captive premium plus insurers’
premium) remains difficult to solve; in fact, the
inflexibility in terms of decreasing transfer premiums
in the face of increased captive retentions means that
corporate insurance budgets rarely remain stable;
on non-traditional or highly limited coverage (nondamage business interruption, financial losses, etc.),
captives have, where the policy wording provided
for it, contributed to the funding of claims, helping
to speed up the recovery of post-lockdown business;
the field of activity of captives is expanding to
include risks previously deemed to be difficult, in
D&O liability for example.

Underwriting policy

Alternative Risk Transfer

Captives which have taken advantage of good technical
results to build up reserves in recent years have
been able to increase their retentions, particularly in
Property & Casualty, in order to limit pricing increases
and, where applicable, use co-reinsurance to finalize
placements.

Additionally, the backdrop of rising retentions favors increased use of retrocession
to protect the balance sheet of captives through ART solutions (Aggregate Excess of
Loss, Quota share, Multiline Aggregate and Multi-year structured reinsurance).
It remains to be seen whether the supply of alternative reinsurance capacity in 2021
will expand to meet growing demand.

During the 2020 renewals, captives logically extended
their reach by broadening their strategic positioning in
several ways:

There is also renewed interest in parametric coverage to compensate for capacity
shortfalls on highly capital-intensive coverage (natural events), or even the absence
of capacity ("footfall in trading areas" and product cost coverage) and it is becoming
increasingly accessible with a growing number of players (insurers and underwriting
agencies).



quota share arrangements (Property and Casualty
and Third-Party Liability) to finalize placements in
a verticalizing market where the captive can act as
a reinsurance purchasing hub to avoid aligning the
terms of the entire placement with the lowest cost
insurer,



positioning on retention lines on new programs:
Cyber, Credit, and Political risks in particular,



diversification of underwriting: underwriting of
affinity programs (BtoBtoC) or personal insurance
for example,



setting up of non-damage BI programs, initially
intended to finance the financial consequences of the
Yellow Vest crisis, but which was able to finance a
share of the costs and losses related to the Covid-19
crisis, where the policy wording provided for it.

Captives in France
In September 2020, Risk And Reinsurance Solutions (2RS), SIACI SAINT HONORE’s
majority subsidiary in the field of captive and alternative risk transfer programs
consulting and management, announced the acquisition of SOGECORE’s client
portfolio of insurance and reinsurance captives, making the new entity the leading
captive manager in continental Europe.
With this operation, 2RS becomes the first and only independent captive manager
in France. This important strategic positioning for 2RS is part of a dialogue with the
competent authorities to explore different avenues:


creation of a specific status for captives,



adaptation of the principle of proportionality provided for under the Solvency II
Directive,



an incentivizing provisioning mechanism.

This diversification of underwriting seen in 2020
has facilitated an improved return on regulatory
capital (Solvency 2) within captives. This trend is
expected to continue in 2021.

Etienne Charpentier,
Director, Risk Financing
Solutions Division
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Topical focus

Modular solutions

Digital & Consulting



Portal dedicated to players in the risk sector,
interconnection of the insurance division, entities,
broker and experts.

Forms
Policies, Premiums and Claims

MANAGING YOUR DATA
Historically, our role as an insurance broker, an essential intermediary for companies,
is to assist clients in the analysis of their risks and the protection of their business
by ensuring smooth day-to-day administration, supported by delegated authorities
from insurers.
Technological tools have contributed greatly to improving the processing and
exchange of information. On that basis, we have developed our own Data Warehouse
over the last few years, enabling us to centralize, qualify and make use of the growing
quantity of data produced by the various tools.
At the same time, we have built platforms to make information available, either
through flows feeding into customer tools or through the RMIS solutions that we are
co-developing with our partners.
Today, this “new world” further strengthens our role as information centralizer and
raises a simple question: «What data, how and for what purpose?”.
We believe that client interaction must be optimized using digital tools for better
qualification of the data right from the information gathering phase, as well as for
underwriting, administration, consulting and communications.
In addition, the creation of multi-disciplinary teams bringing together data scientists,
actuaries and business specialists offers a new vision of these data, whether during
preliminary studies through risk modeling, in production for negotiations with
insurers, or finally with clients to deliver benchmarks per business sector.



Consultation of policies and premiums



Centralization
of
documents
endorsements and summaries)



Claims reporting and consultation

(policies,



Data collection and processing in a workflow



Reporting and collection of figures



Centralization and history of information

Risks
Consulting





Analysis and mapping of risks and/or
opportunities (global or specific, e.g. Sapin 2,
insurable risks, peak risks, Cyber, project risks,
process, sites, etc.)



Implementation, management, audit of risk
management systems, internal control and audit



Business continuity management
analysis, continuity strategies)



Financial and extra-financial communication
(risk factors / URD, extra-financial performance
statement)

(impact

Management of risk management approaches
(mapping, action plans, indicators, documentation
of control activities, audits, consolidation &
reporting)

Compliance


Design of all
questionnaires

types

of

self-assessment



Distribution as part of a campaign



Consolidation and analysis of the data produced

DATAVIZ






Monitoring of key figures: Cost of risk,
monitoring of retention consumption, claims/
premium ratio
Risk analysis: exposure to risks, categories of
claims, project monitoring, etc.
Statistical and
triangulation

actuarial

tools:

“As

if”,

Document base


Insurance manuals



Good practice



Country information
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ARENGI at a glance

TECHNOLOGICAL PARTNERSHIPS

ARENGI is the number one consulting firm dedicated to risk management and governance. ARENGI
supports businesses and the public sector in the design, implementation, review and evaluation of
governance and risk management systems.
Arengi is also the publisher of ArengiBox, a SaaS-based GRC platform.

SIACI SAINT HONORE favors collaborations with partners who share our desire for
independence, expertise and innovation.
We provide an RMIS solution that offers intelligent data collection and retrieves them
using dashboards for real-time risk management.
With our Business Intelligence team, we produce studies and customized reports using
the latest DATAVIZ technologies.
We work with the ARENGI teams on any issues requiring risk management and
governance expertise, whether it is delivered:


by their teams of consultants (risk analysis/mapping, design/review of risk
management systems, internal control, business continuity management,
and Sapin 2 compliance);



and/or through the innovative ArengiBox Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC)
platform.

Arengibox is a SaaS-based GRC/RMIS platform launched in 2014 with more than
60 clients to date, positioning ARENGI as a unique player on the market and operating as
both a consultant and a provider of risk management solutions. The tool includes three
“Universes”, or modules, which can be used alone or in combination:


the “Risk” Universe, facilitating a risk management approach (mapping, action plans,
indicators, documentation of control activities, audit, consolidation & reporting).



the “Compliance” Universe, facilitating the design of all types of self-assessment
questionnaires, distributing them as part of a campaign, and consolidating and
analyzing the data produced in this way.



the “Forms” Universe, designed in Sandbox, facilitating the digitalization of any
process involving the collection and processing of data in a workflow.

All of these technological partnerships share a common objective:
to offer clients the opportunity to approach this ultra-connected
“new world” with ever greater simplicity and efficiency in the
processing of their data and the understanding of their risks.

Nicolas Zusslin
Director, Technology, Data & Digital
Division

Benoit Bougnoux
ARENGI Partner
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General trends

Marine,
Cargo &
Specialties

The world in its current state is the result of perpetual motion. Whether it is the
effects of the health crisis on human activities and the restrictions applied to certain
sectors of the economy, natural disasters, some of which may be the consequence of
global warming, geopolitical tensions, or the increase in cybercrime, no situation can
be analyzed other than in terms of its development and the events that lie behind it.
The increasingly varied risks that society generates as it becomes more complex
make forecasts more and more difficult, and the insurance at the heart of these
developments focuses the financial consequences with increasingly volatile effects.
This increased volatility of risks is the main reason for the dramatic downturn in the
market.
More than ever, the broker is on the lookout for new, solvent and reliable capacity in
order to maintain coverage conditions adapted to the risks and examine alternatives
to risk transfer when trading conditions become overly detrimental to the insured.
The following chapters describe the insurance of activities arising from the movement
of goods and people: transportation of goods, credit and political risks, aviation,
performing arts and cinema.
They reflect 2020 trends and provide an outlook for the coming months in our
“specialty” markets, which are particularly exposed to the changes we are facing.

Pierre Deleplanque
Director, Marine & Specialties Division
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Marine

86

We will soon be entering the third year of the upward market cycle
initiated by Lloyd’s in 2018.

employees in marine cargo,
including 42 dedicated to
claims (France)

The market’s historically fragile underwriting results are still
impacted each year by major events which prevent insurers from
achieving their minimum combined ratio target.
Global premium volume has remained unchanged for 20 years,
while the volume of trade has more than doubled. The consequences
for the insurers’ technical margins have led them all to react in
much the same manner.

700
active clients representing
USD 220 million in marine
premiums including 30%
in commodities

15,000
claims handled per year

The first episode of this global change was initiated by the Lloyd’s
of London market with the implementation of the “Remediation
Plan” to redress years of loss-making results in the cargo segment
with a loss ratio of more than 100% over the last 5 years.
The measures taken were wiped out once again by a major incident
in 2019, the “Dell” loss in the United States which impacted insurers
on the other side of the Channel to the tune of $325 million.
In addition, global marine insurance premium income was down
by 1.5% from the previous year to $16.5 billion in 2019. Having
fluctuated between 75% and 90%, the sector’s global loss ratio
appears to be improving, down to 60% in 2019. Based on previous
triangulations, this loss ratio is expected to end up at around 75%.
This slight improvement compared to past performance is the
result of the first remedial measures taken in 2018 by the various
markets.
The French market seems to be performing better: marine
insurance premium income is up 2% with a total of €987 million in
2019, and the 2019 loss ratio also improved in 2019 (50%) although
there has been a recent worsening of the triangulations, so the
2019 loss ratio could end up at around 65%.

60,000
insurance certificates
issued through our
extranet

Although they were less impacted than other markets by the
sector’s global deficit, insurers in the French market have
followed the example of Lloyd’s and considerably tightened
their underwriting policies.

Market capacity

Developments in coverage



To date, more than 30 insurers have halted their
marine insurance activity worldwide, leading to the
loss of around 30% of global capacity in the last two
years.

Insurers are maintaining strong pressure on coverage
conditions and extensions with a return to basics
in terms of the underwriters’ knowledge and risk
management.



Available capacity continues to decline, especially for
commodities and major industrial accounts involving
the management of international programs and
complex risks.

Conditions







The insurers favor pro rata consistency over capacity,
limiting the lead insurer’s share to a maximum of 40%
(average 30%) and 20% maximum in co-insurance
(average 10%).
Some insurers in the French market have announced
a freeze on the writing of new business until further
notice.
During the renewal period, co-insurance placements
became complex, when they were only a formality
3 years ago. Forward planning is a necessity and the
search for partners in foreign, sometimes far distant,
markets is becoming more and more common in
order to complete the co-insurance.

More restrictive, the policies are now comprehensively
reviewed by the insurers at each renewal with new
contractual requirements and in particular:


Storage, both on the conditions of acceptance of the
sites in the policy and on the coverage conditions
granted.



Coverage of additional or incidental expenses is
more frequently renegotiated, sub-limited or even
excluded.



Very specific extensions which apply to insured
goods such as Rejection, Misappropriation and
Machine Breakdown (TSU) become underwriting nogo areas for some insurers.

Deductibles
Upward trend generated by insureds to compensate for
increases. This primarily means increased deductibles
and more rarely the introduction of captive schemes
for insureds who do not already have one in place.
At the request of the insurers, deductibles are also
being increased on technical risks and specific
extensions.

Prevention
Increasing demands from insurers in the form of
reserves or “warranties” inserted into policies.
For storage, the quality requirements for covered sites
are approaching the P&C standards.
For ships (excluding container ships), acceptance
criteria are also being tightened.
For certain technical risks (“project cargo” and heavy
or cold packages), the customer’s processes are now
being analyzed and can be amended at the insurer’s
request in order to validate the coverage.
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Aviation
With the exception of certain business sectors, the
volume of marine claims to date has been little affected
or unaffected by Covid-19, with coverage on an ad
valorem basis and generally with no operating losses
extensions.
However, the Cargo insurance industry is likely to be
hit by claims as a result of the pandemic as lockdown
measures result in delays to goods in storage, or
in transit, particularly perishable or temperaturesensitive foodstuffs.
Moreover, Lloyd’s have issued a Covid-19/
contamination exclusion clause, following the example
of the Cl 380 (Cyber) and Cl 370 (Radioactive) market
exclusions. This exclusion has been gradually imposed
on the continental markets but its inclusion is not yet
widespread, although it may well be by the next round
of renewals.

“Hard” cycles are generally intense but short,
unlike “soft” cycles, but Covid-19 may have
the indirect effect of postponing the end of the
current upward market cycle till the end of 2021.

Pricing trends
In the large corporate and mid-cap segment, the
current trend of pricing increases could become even
more pronounced for the 2021 renewals, or at least
continue at the same level due to the Covid-19 crisis.
Moreover, reinsurers have been heavily impacted by
catastrophes, whether climatic (typhoon Maysak) or
accidental (Beirut explosion) and are also expected to
tighten their conditions, which will be automatically
replicated in insurers’ underwriting policies in 2021.

The reduction in the number of potential lead insurers
continues to hinder competition and contributes to
maintaining this upward trend.
Increases of 10% to 25% on accounts with mixed
results are no longer exceptional. Accounts with very
high-level claims may be subject to increases of 50%
or more, without a more favorable benchmark in the
market.
Unlike the English market, the measures taken by
insurers in the French market are more targeted,
without the adoption of a “push-button” approach as
was the case in 2003. However, some French insurers
have already initiated remediation plans requiring
systematic portfolio revaluations on loss-making
portfolios.
Against this backdrop, and with underwriting policies
changing rapidly and abruptly as contractual expiration
dates approach, we can expect to see calls for pricing
reviews in terms of risk or commitments, even on
accounts that are profitable for insurers.
Certain segments have still managed to escape the
hardening of the market and continue to benefit from a
flat market: these are the middle market and so-called
“regional” accounts which require lower capacity and
are generally less impacted in terms of loss ratio. The
attractiveness of these accounts maintains competition
between insurers and partially counters the overall
hardening of the market.

The aerospace market confirmed and even strengthened
its upward trend across all segments of the specialty
(Aerospace, Professional Liability, Airports, General
Aviation and Airlines).
The effect of the net tightening of rates combined with
the sudden slowdown in the aeronautical sector linked
to the consequences of the Covid-19 health crisis is
adding to the tension and nervousness in the market.

Market capacity
The first half of 2020 reflects both a decline in capacity
for certain risks and greater selectivity in the activities
to be covered.
The market as a whole, however, continues to have
surplus capacity, particularly with the arrival of new
entrants such as Chubb, Helvetia or Convex to the
London market. The recovery in interest rates and the
consequences of Brexit, the outcome of which remains
uncertain, offer some hope for the emergence of new
capacity in the continental market.

Developments in coverage
The current hardening of the market and a continuing
significant attritional loss ratio are not conducive to
extending or obtaining new coverage.
We are seeing a refocusing of aviation policies around
traditional, market-standard coverage, the central
core of which lies in air traffic accidents, i.e. highlevel claims related solely to operational and technical
activities. More generous extensions to coverage, such
as non-consequential financial loss or non-accidentrelated grounding of flights, are now very difficult to
obtain, or at particularly high rates.
The more challenging environment contributes to
more widespread vertical placements for standalone
policies and an increase in the level of deductibles (in
particular for the General Aviation and Professional
Liability segments) in order to optimize budget
constraints as far as possible.

Rémi Djochgounian
Deputy Director, Marine
Division

Pricing trends
The upward pricing trend continues. On a like-forlike basis, and in the absence of any claims, pricing
increases are on average between 15% and 20%. This
general trend applies to all segments of the sector and
is fairly consistent across the various players.
The Covid-19 crisis has had a profound impact on
the aeronautics sector, with the first wave having
already greatly weakened air carriers and civil aircraft
manufacturers whose two main players, Airbus and
Boeing, have seen their orders reduced by more than
40%.
The second wave, which will be longer-lasting and
deeper, presents a danger for the whole sector,
in particular players across the entire production
chain (engine and equipment manufacturers, and
subcontractors), who are already bracing themselves
for the shock wave in the coming months.
In addition to the €15 billion bounce-back plan
announced by the French government, the health
crisis is hastening the industrial transformation and
redirection of air transport, illustrated recently by the
launch by Airbus of three hydrogen aircraft projects.
In this unprecedented context, the support provided by
the aviation insurance market remains cautious: calls
for a review of 2019/2020 premiums have been rejected
and attempts to increase prices on renewal have
not been challenged since the health crisis. The next
few months will see continued pricing pressure from
insurers to restore balance and financial profitability
to their portfolios.
In view of the general trends in the market and the
aeronautics sector, our priority is twofold:


to plan for renewals ahead of time to fine-tune the
underwriting information (particularly where there
is a sharp drop in activity and exposure) and go the
market with the best possible lead-time conditions,



to request lineslips (pre-negotiated insurance
programs) to secure 100% placements and optimize
premium amounts (avoiding different premiums
from each insurer).

Christophe Lot
Director, Aviation Division
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Credit Risks
To date, the loss ratio has risen by between 30% and
100% for all credit insurers, depending on the country
and the support plans put in place by respective
governments. However, these plans will run their
course and the relaunch of insolvency proceedings
which had been suspended in many countries,
including Germany and France, will influence the first
half of 2021.
Moreover, cases which receive media coverage have
a strong negative impact on how the situation is
perceived.
Loss ratio for the year 2020 vs. 2029:
EH: 48% (-1%) l Coface: 43% (-1%) I Atradius: 43% (-1%)

Market capacity
Capacity is declining everywhere, with some insurers
even withdrawing from certain niches, such as QBE,
the market leader in Asia, which is withdrawing
completely from the SME segment, due to the difficulty
of managing the uncertainty ahead.
Some sectors are resisting in spite of everything:
food for example, because lockdown encourages
over-consumption and stockpiling. IT is also doing
well because of the huge increase in the need for
teleworking. Pharmacy remains buoyed by any event
highlighting the need for medical products and their
distribution.
In Europe, Italy and Spain, for example, are more
impacted than France, which has set up more extensive
financial support schemes. As for Germany, it is
experiencing high-level losses.
South America, particularly Brazil, but also the USA,
are strongly affected by the significant decline in
activity in the retail sector.
Southeast Asia, and Singapore in particular, were hard
hit with major losses in the trading of raw materials.
In these complicated times, we are mobilizing our
teams, particularly in risk management, to help our
insureds make the most of their coverage, which
is fundamental if they are to continue to protect the
assets constituted by their receivables and, for some of
them, also to be able to make use of these assets with
their banks or factors to meet their cash flow needs.
In addition, we are also hiring to strengthen our teams
to allow us to meet our clients’ needs as closely as
possible in terms of the evolution of their risks and the
way their policies operate, while responding to them as
quickly as possible.

Political Risks
Developments in coverage
Declining credit coverage: no geographical area is
managing to resist the withdrawal of around 10% to
12% of credit insurer coverage, with peak reductions of
30% to 50% in the most affected sectors (automotive,
aviation, tourism, temporary work, etc.).
This withdrawal is explained, on the one hand, by the
global aspect of the Covid-19 pandemic and, on the
other, by the sharp drop in insured supplier turnover,
which means it is no longer worthwhile for insurers to
maintain their previous levels of coverage. Even if it is
not used, this coverage generates a financial cost for
the insurer, who then proceeds to make an adjustment
to actual needs.

Market capacity
Terrorism/Political Violence Market
(Risks related to property damage and consequential
business interruption losses).
Total
Average
Average
theoretical theoretical capacity Period of
market capacity per placed per cover
capacity
insurer
insurer
Terrorism
Political
violence

$3 billion

$100 to $150
25
2 - 3 years
million
to 50 M$

$2 to $2.5 $50 to $100 $10 to $50
2 - 3 years
billion
million
million

Pricing trends
Increased deductibles and premium rates: deductibles
are increasing in most countries, especially in France
for unit amounts of between €300 and €800, given the
types of companies suffering most from the Covid-19
outbreak (70% of receiverships are very small
businesses with turnover of less than €500,000).
In addition, we are also seeing premium increases
of more than 15% on average, ranging from 8% for
“healthy” policies to between 30% and 50% for those
with the worst loss experience.

About ICBA
ICBA (International Credit Brokers Alliance): a legal
entity which for more than 20 years has brought
together the world’s largest independent brokers
specializing in credit insurance and receivables
financing, committed to shared quality and
performance standards in the 46 countries where
we have a direct presence across all continents.
Integrated and under the umbrella of a single,
highly regulated legal structure, ICBA partners
form the second-largest team of credit experts
in the world, with more than 600 people working
together on long-standing international programs
as well as a large number of bilateral contracts.

Emmanuel Portier

Non-damage
business
interruption

Insurers appetite in the political violence market has
again been reduced for Latin American countries and
for certain business sectors in the United States but
also for some African countries.
Indeed, the end of 2020 will be marked by the
organization of several presidential elections,
sometimes taking place in a particularly tense social
and political context, especially in Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea
and Burkina Faso. In fact, the unrest arising from
these elections could lead to strikes, riots or civil
commotions, thus impacting the market due to the risk
of political violence.
Against this backdrop, insurers have shown more
appetite for terrorism risks, which are less in demand
at the moment, than for risks usually considered more
traditional such as “strikes, riots and civil commotions”.

Political Risks Market
$100
million

$5 to $10
million

$1 to $5
2 - 3 years
million

(Coverage of risks related to export contracts and
foreign investments/assets against financial losses in
company balance sheets).

The end of 2019 and 2020 were marked by an increase
in social tensions around the world: demonstrations in
South America (Chile, Venezuela and Bolivia), riots in
the United States particularly in connection with the
“Black Lives Matter” movement, protests against the
People’s Republic of China in Hong Kong, the Yellow
Vest movement in France, and huge anti-government
protests in Lebanon.
As a result, the increase in the number of political
violence claims has considerably reduced insurer
appetite in this market, particularly towards the sectors
most affected by these movements such as retail or
financial institutions.
This attitude is reflected in a sharp increase in rates
or even a categorical refusal to cover these sectors
in countries where the social climate is deemed to be
sensitive.
Moreover, the catastrophic impact of Covid-19 on the
economies of countries already suffering from social
tensions, particularly in Latin America, a region for
which the World Bank forecasts a 7.2% reduction in
economic activity in 2020, as well as the controversial
management of this crisis by the governments in place,
support the hypothesis that further protests are to be
expected.

Total
Average
Average
theotheoretical
capacity
retical capacity per placed
per
market
insurer
insurer
capacity

Period
of cover

“Pure”
political
risks

$3
billion

$100 to
$20 to $40
$150 million million

10 to 15
years

Non-payment/credit risks

$2
billion

$25 to $75 $10 to $50
million
million

5 to 7
years

Investment

$3 to
$3.5
billion

$50 to $100 $50 to $100
million
million

10 to 15
years

The political risk market is more affected by fluctuations
in the international economy than by social movements
because of the nature of the covered risks:


political risks related to exports (pre-shipment risks),



non-payment/credit risks (post-shipment risks),



unfair calling of bonds.

Director, Credit Division
Additional contributors: Gaël
Lavenac and Olivier Nezry
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The political risk market is therefore more marked by
trade tensions, particularly between the United States
and China, the United States and Russia, or in the
Middle East, reducing insurer appetite for underwriting
these risks. Moreover, the impact of Covid-19 on the
world economy has made the economic future of many
companies very uncertain, with the consequence that
entire sectors have become difficult to insure (aviation,
tourism and oil & gas sector).
However, in terms of market capacity, it is important
to note that available capacity has remained broadly
stable compared to 2019. Indeed, although some
insurers have left the market, such as Starstone, Neon,
Acapella, AWAC and Ryan Speciality, others have
arrived, including HDI, Convex, The Hartford, Hamilton
and Cincinnati.

Developments in coverage
Terrorism/Political Violence Market
In spite of the social tensions that have arisen in
different parts of the world and the impact of Covid-19,
the coverage offered by the market remains broadly
the same as last year; what has changed, however,
is insurer’s appetite. As mentioned previously, some
insurers are currently refusing to underwrite “strikes,
riots and civil commotions” coverage in affected
countries.

Political Risks Market
The existing geopolitical tensions associated with
the economic impact of the Covid-19 pandemic have
resulted in the disappearance of insurer appetite for
credit/non-payment risks in the sectors most affected
by this crisis. It should be noted that the trading
sector suffered major setbacks in 2020, with massive
bankruptcies and frauds.
As a result, credit risk has increased considerably, and
insurers are now extremely selective in underwriting
new risks, except for “Investment Grade” rated risks
or for long-standing insureds in the market with a
very positive underwriting history. As a result, insurer
appetite has shifted to more traditional political risks,
known as “pure” political risks, covering only political
decisions that may have an impact on export contracts
versus credit risks.

Cinema, Performing Arts and Events

Pricing trends
Terrorism/Political Violence
Overall, on “multi-country” programs with no sensitive
countries, there will be virtually no change in rates – or
potentially a slight increase of 5% to 15%.
On the other hand, for programs including countries
experiencing tensions such as Brazil or Chile, very
sharp rate increases (up to 200% in certain business
sectors or countries, particularly in retail), coupled with
reductions in capacity or even refusals to underwrite,
are to be expected.

Political Risks
Due to economic tensions and the decline of the
world economy over the last six months, each risk is
underwritten and analyzed by the insurers’ Risk and
Credit Committees; credit risks, when they are not
refused, are given a rating by insurers which is on
average 20% to 30% more expensive. We also anticipate
an increase in “pure” political risks, as insurers fear
the risk of default by countries suffering the greatest
economic impact.

The political risks market is a market which
follows current events, both economic and
social. It provides coverage of risks related to
political decisions that may impact the proper
performance of a policy as well as the coverage
of non-cancelable short and medium-term nonpayment risks (credit risks).
In addition to the political risk market, the
political violence and terrorism market covers
the risk of property damage and consequential
business interruption losses.

Emmanuelle
Biehler-Marghieri
Director, Political Risks Division

Market capacity

Pricing trends

The impact of Covid-19 on the Production/Cancellation
insurance market was immediate. As soon as the
pandemic began to develop, insurers took measures to
reduce capacity and coverage. Many companies have
lost interest or withdrawn from the event cancellation
market, significantly depleting available capacity.

Insurers who were impacted by performance and
filming cancellations at the beginning of the year
initiated pricing increases which were exacerbated by
the decline in capacity.

Cinema attendance is gradually recovering and we
foresee a resumption of filming in the coming months
following action by the CNC (the French National
Center for Cinematography) which has intervened to
cover some of the risks linked to Covid-19.
The health requirements for events and performances,
as well as the various implementation decrees, meant
that a proper resumption of activity was not possible.
Although business recovery projections are difficult to
assess at this stage, a few cancellation policies have
been underwritten for events scheduled for 2021.
Other than in exceptional cases, the consequences of
Covid-19 remain excluded from new policies.
Film productions are tending to relocate to the French
market in response to the CNC’s requirement that
production insurance policyholders must be French
producers.

Developments in coverage


Errors & Omissions coverage (intellectual and
artistic property) is developing due to the evolution
of international sales and the existence of platforms.



Covid-19 has led to a review of general exclusions
with the insertion of a new exclusion for epidemics
and pandemics.



Annual framework agreements are under threat, in
both the film and performing arts sectors.



For the moment, no exclusion waivers have been
proposed with respect to Covid-19 for performance/
event cancellation policies.

Antonella Spinella, Director, Performing Arts
and Cancellation Division
Anne-Séverine Lucas, Director, Cinema and
Audiovisual Division

Covid-19 was a proven risk as of February 2020 with
insurers refusing to cover the consequences of this
epidemic/pandemic for new business.
At the end of lockdown, audiovisual producers,
in particular of feature films/series/telefilms/
documentaries refused to resume or start filming
without Covid-19 insurance.
The French public authorities and the CNC (the French
National Center for Cinematography) then decided to
set up a support fund to cover delegated productions
(recipients of this aid) in the event of any losses related
to the unavailability of the person(s) named in the
production insurance policy, as well as other technical
and artistic members of the film crew, due to Covid-19.
The amount of aid paid out cannot exceed 20% of the
insured capital of the project in question as set out in
the insurance policy, and €1,200,000. This support fund
is provided free of charge.
In addition, some mutual insurers, led by AREAS,
have agreed to offer coverage over and above the
aid (coverage) provided by the CNC at up to 10% of
the insured capital of the project in question up to a
maximum of €600,000.
However, coverage is granted only if the person or
persons named in the production insurance policy are
unavailable because they have Covid-19. This Covid-19
insurance policy must be purchased together with the
production insurance from AREAS.
Apart from the above-mentioned solutions, an
insurance solution is emerging via the Lloyd’s market
and can provide coverage of up to €1,000,000 or even
€2,000,000 for very large budgets, covering only
persons named in the policy.
Both the AREAS and Lloyd’s market solutions are
demanding such high premiums that producers are
reluctant to take out this type of policy.
It should be noted that these three arrangements
are valid until 12/31/2020 and are currently being
renegotiated for 2021.
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INSURANCE AND GEOPOLITICAL RISKS
(COVERING THE SUPPLY CHAIN, INVESTMENTS
AND ASSETS AGAINST GEOPOLITICAL RISKS)

The term political risks, war risks, terrorism, etc., sometimes wrongly
identified as a single risk, actually refers to several different types of
coverage and several insurance markets.
To cover the supply chain, investments and assets against geopolitical
risks, the insurance market offers no single response and looks to the
synergy of Marine, Terrorism/Political Violence and Political Risk
markets to complete the coverage.

Causes

Consequences

Expropriation

Change of government:
the government of the
host country expropriates
the insured’s production
facility

The insured no longer
has the use of their
property and loses
their investment

Political Risks

Political
Violence

Economic or social
instability

Damage impacting the
production facility with
the resulting shutdown
of the business

Terrorism & Political
Violence

Confiscation
of inventory

Imposition of a law/
decree by the government

Inventory losses =>
financial losses for the
insured

Act of war

Collateral damage from
bombing

Loss of goods in
storage

Act of war

Destruction of a container
yard at the port

Loss of transported
goods stored in
container yards

Production or
distribution
facility

Storage of goods

The table below, although not exhaustive on the possible causes of
losses related to geopolitical events, provides an overview of the
complexity of the market and the need to switch from one to the other
to guarantee adequate coverage.

Risks transferable to
which market / under
what conditions

Possible Risks

Transportation
of goods by
land/air

Political Risks
Or
Transportation in France
- Extensions

Transportation in
France - Extensions
Popular
Movement

Act of vandalism/theft
from a shipment during
a popular movement or a
strike

Theft or destruction
of goods
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Port-to-port sea
freight

Possible Risks

Causes

Consequences

Risks transferable to which
market / under what
conditions

Inability to export

Withdrawal of export
license for goods

The insured is
prevented from
working

Political Risks

Act of war/Seizure
by pirates for
political reasons

Collateral damage
due to war/Seizure of
vessel

General damage/
Damage or loss
of goods

Waterborne coverage
Institute War Clauses

Inability to unload

Port strike/
Congestion due to
strikes or popular
movements

Damage to
perishable
goods/Re-routing
costs

Waterborne coverage
Institute Strike Clauses

Market

Political Risk
Market

Terrorism &
Political Violence
Marketplace

Waterborne
coverage
Extensions
Construction
sites and
concessions

Cancellation
of a rail/port/
mining concession
agreement

Change of
government

Insured unable to
operate legally in
the country

Place

French market
Geneva
London

Political Risk coverage is “made-to-measure” and adapted to the client’s
specific actual needs. The main players are:
COFACE / EULER HERMES / ATRADIUS / BEAZLEY / LIBERTY / CREDENDO
/ Lloyds of London Syndicates / AIG / CHUBB / HCC

French market
London

Terrorism and Political Violence coverages are market coverage;
nevertheless each policy wording is shaped to precisely meet the client’s
needs.
The main players are:
AMLIN / AXA XL / BEAZLEY / CHUBB / HISCOX / LIBERTY / WE SPECIALTY
/ Lloyds of London Syndicates

Extensions and Waterborne coverage are the general war risk and similar
terms and conditions commonly used for placements made almost
exclusively on the French market.
French market

Political Risks

SIACI SAINT HONORE’s Marine and Specialties department, through its Marine and Political Risks teams, has the
expertise but also the access to the various insurance markets to cover all political and related risks.
To form the best link between these different coverages and markets, the two teams work together to find the best
solution to the issues faced by their clients.

Institute Strike
Clauses
Institute War
Clauses

Main insurers

The main
insurance
markets including
Paris and London

Some specific features, particularly for Extensions, are not reinsured
under the marine insurers’ reinsurance treaties. There are therefore
specific facultative reinsurance markets such as GAREX or the Terrorism &
Political Violence insurers’ market, used by insurers on the French market,
sometimes even with full retention.

All marine insurers can offer these general terms and conditions, which
are the ones generally included in the marine reinsurance treaties on the
market.
The scope of the Institute clauses is less extensive than that of the
Extensions and Waterborne coverage, particularly in terms of the coverage
limits (time and place) or the confiscation, seizure and similar coverage
which can be “bought back” or supplemented by the Political Risks market.
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General trends

A health crisis, declining technical results, rising claims, concentration of players...
we are going through a period of instability and it is putting severe strain on the
Construction Insurance market and its players.
The hardening of the market seen last year is intensifying with an ever-increasing
claims ratio, a significant drop in premium income volumes, and high market volatility.

Construction
& Energy

While the transformation of the construction industry continues, the Covid-19 crisis
has been acting as a catalyst weakening the industry sector both economically and
socially.
Losses are estimated at several billion euros, and the measures planned by the
French government, particularly to address operating losses, will not make up for
them; all the more so as not all of the different impacts have as yet been identified
or quantified.
The market is therefore under pressure and insurers are now moving forward
with the utmost caution, even if solvency ratios are still well above the regulatory
minimums. The trend is more towards consolidating what has been achieved and
increasing profitability than taking risks.
Already, before the crisis (Covid-19), some insurers had decided to reduce their
commitments on major projects both in France and abroad.
Most insurers are now adopting an even stricter position. Any new policies or
adjustments to existing coverage are being closely scrutinized in light of the current
situation and almost all insurers are introducing a “Pandemic” exclusion.
Austerity and the trend towards the tightening of
insurance conditions and rates continue, making it even
more necessary for the insureds to work with brokers
with a high level of technical added value to support
project owners and companies in the construction sector
on the most exposed risks.

Edouard Marron, Director,
Construction & Energy Division
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Market capacity

85
employees

Although there is a trend towards a reduction in insurers’ individual share
of risks, overall capacity available in the market remains stable.
This is particularly the case in Construction All Risks despite a loss of
interest by some players in the Energy sector.
Contractor’s liability capacity still stands at around €500 million, but it
remains insufficient for major French projects. The latest, relatively recent,
failures of players in the Contractor’s liability market have strengthened
the position of traditional insurers and so limited the capacity available.

3 sites
(Paris, Le Mans
and Strasbourg)

In Decennial Liability, both the corporate and engineering sectors remain
open. There is, however, reluctance in the market to cover certain risks,
particularly in the field of renewable energy, innovative techniques and
geotechnics.

Developments in coverage

€150

million
in annual premiums

€7,5
billion in works
covered since 2017

Construction and Civil Engineering companies have been directly impacted
by the pandemic, first by the sudden stoppage of work on construction
sites, and then by French government directives condemning these very
companies for this sudden stoppage.
They therefore quickly returned to work while France was at a standstill
in order to restrict social interaction. However, the close proximity of
construction workers on a building site makes it difficult to maintain social
distancing and employers then began to be concerned, with cause, about
coverage of employer’s gross negligence.
Claims for gross negligence on the part of the employer following an
industrial accident or occupational disease fall within the framework of
the legislation governing “Industrial Accidents and Occupational Diseases”
(Book 4 of the French Social Security Code).
From an insurance perspective, there are no exclusions for epidemic and
pandemic risks in employer’s gross negligence coverage but insurers are
expected to impose a Covid-19 sub-limit on maximum coverage amounts
or a specific deductible (as was the case for asbestos). The majority of
insurers have therefore stated that coverage could be granted subject to:


the good faith of the business owner,



the updating of their Single Occupational Risk Assessment (Document
Unique d’Évaluation des Risques Professionnels or DUERP),



the provision of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Group
Protective Equipment (GPE),



and the strict application of the guide of recommendations of the
French Building and Public Works Professional Prevention Organization
(Organisme Professionnel de Prévention du Bâtiment et des Travaux
Publics or OPPBTP).

more than

18 000
claims under
management

The return to work on construction sites also required
the creation of a new role. The Health, Safety and
Working Conditions Coordinators (Coordonnateurs
Sécurité Protection de la Santé et Conditions de Travail
or CSPSCT) representing the project owners in terms
of building site safety, quickly made it known that
they would not be held responsible for the directives
governing the implementation of health and safety
measures.
A consultation involving representatives of the
various trade organizations led to the companies, in
accordance with the OPPBTP directives, appointing a
Covid-19 coordinator: this coordinator is responsible
either for all the companies operating on a building
site or for each individual company. They oversee the
strict monitoring of the recommendations set out in
the OPPBTP guide of 04/10/2020. This role of Covid-19
coordinator taken on by the companies has led them
to broaden the scope of the activities covered by their
insurance policies.

Pricing trends
The hardening of the market which began last year due
to the decline in financial products and therefore in the
technical results of insurance companies continues
and is intensifying.
The pricing increase in the continental market was
preceded by the hardening of the London market.
However, the London market remains attractive for
atypical risks which are difficult to insure on the French
market.
As far as Construction All Risks - Erection All Risks
(CAR-EAR) policies are concerned, apart from the
alignment with technical results which will probably
lead to premium increases of around 10% to 15%
minimum, these increases may be accompanied by an
increase in deductibles; we are also seeing average
increases of around 15% in deductibles on natural
disaster risks depending on the projects.
Construction times are becoming longer due to the
impact of Covid-19, resulting in additional premiums.
Even if insurers have for the most part been able to
support insureds whose building work has been halted
by neutralizing these periods, which fortunately have
not seen any claims, the regulations governing the
return to work imposed by the OPPBTP and delays in
the supply chain will have an effect on the period and
the aggravation of the risk.

With regard to long-term risks subject to legislation
(Contractor’s and decennial liability coverage), the
market continues to harden. These risks have seen a
significant increase in claims (around 20%) over the
last two years. In addition, the pre-financing balance
in Contractor’s liability coverage has been strongly
impacted by the failure of FPS insurers and, as a result,
companies and general contractors have been unable
to turn to them. Here again, we are beginning to see the
alignment of rates with technical results.
Finally, Construction third-party liability is no less
affected and is in turn impacted by the increase in
claims. We are seeing increases in premiums of around
15% and/or deductibles in line with claims experience.
In addition, insurers’ group underwriting policies are
being enforced.
The Construction insurance market continues to harden.
While there has been no official communication from
the insurers, we expect that the impact of Covid-19
on their results will tend to be more or less uniformly
offset across all lines combined.

Regulatory developments
The €100 billion economic recovery plan known as
“France Relance” announced by the French government
on September 3, 2020 rolls out a number of measures
up to 2030, some of which affect the construction
industry.
Almost €7.5 billion is being mobilized for energysaving renovations of buildings and the relaunch of
sustainable construction.
From an insurance point of view, this means
highlighting the difficulties that may affect both project
owners and companies when it comes to defining
existing structures (divisible or indivisible) as well as
pricing within the framework of coverage of damage to
existing structures.
In a ruling by the French Court of Cassation 3rd civil
division on 06/25/20, the judges once again issued
a reminder as to the limitations of the concept of an
existing structure which has become technically
indivisible.
Against this backdrop of the modernization of property
portfolios, SIACI SAINT HONORE offers its clients the
benefits of its extensive experience in advising on the
methods of assessing indivisible existing structures
in renovation works, and in particular on the type of
insurance coverage, thanks to an experienced team of
legal advisors and engineers.

Additional contributors to the White Paper: Sarah Delhelle, Deputy Director
Raimundo Silva, Director, Business & Engineering Department and Vesna Ilic, Operations Manager
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Insuring Major Projects
In France and abroad, major projects (*) have been one of our
specialties for many years. Since 2017, our expertise in this sector
has been recognized by our clients (project owners and construction
companies). This has enabled us to set up programs to insure major
projects for a total cumulative amount in excess of €7.5 billion.
We work with our clients on all types of projects (buildings, civil
engineering and engineering), whatever their complexity, nature, size
or geographical location.
Internationally, we choose partner brokers who share our values of
technical precision and high standards, and with whom we have built
strong relationships to provide a tailor-made service, particularly in
claims management.

Digital Factory
Digital Factory enables us to identify insurers based on objective
underwriting criteria and reliable data which are regularly updated.
The quality of our offerings depends on our know-how and technical
expertise as well as our ability to identify trends in the appetites,
capacities, ratings and stability of all the insurers in the construction
sector.
This tool also provides all the relevant underwriting information on
construction insurers in France, making it possible for our teams to
approach all players able to provide quotes by type of client, risk and
category of coverage.

We develop and place specific programs for major projects and are
present in all the key technical markets. As a result, we benefit from
a direct presence in London and adhere to best practices; this allows
us to secure the most appropriate insurance solutions and access all
available capacity at the most competitive rates.
Our commitment to providing sustainable technical solutions is a dayto-day reality which sometimes, particularly on the largest projects
(projects > €1 billion), results in the combination of international
insurance and reinsurance capacities, or even international co-leads
which we manage by drawing on our expertise, the quality of our
teams, our partners and our knowledge of the markets.
In a market that is changing and hardening, this commitment is a
necessity. A comprehensive approach to markets is a guarantee of
professionalism, neutrality and transparency. Providing the highest
technical and financial quality standards is the goal of the Construction
& Energy Business Line launched in 2019, in particular with the Digital
Factory project, which is now fully operational.
(*) projects > €100 million.
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Hull,
Shipping
and P&I

I am proud to outline for the “White Paper” the topics of Hull, Shipping and P&I
Business Line which represents the successful amalgamation of Cambiaso Risso,
Cap-Marine and more recently Fender S.A.
Following the strategic alliance between SIACI SAINT HONORE and Cambiaso Risso,
completed in July 2019, we are now, with Cap-Marine, the marine center of excellence,
successfully boosting the overall revenue and taking maximum advantage of our
network geographical spread. By merging together we achieved the ambitious target
of being the second largest marine broker in Europe and third in the world.
The net revenue of our business line in 2020 is close to Euro 45 million and we expect
a further major boost in 2021 due both to the rising hull market and to the expansion
in P&I, following the recent acquisition of Fender S.A., a boutique marine insurance
broker, considered to be the most dynamically growing company of its sector in
Greece. The joining of the two companies marks a new and very dynamic era for the
local Greek and international marine insurance field.
Beyond the headquarter of Cambiaso Risso (Genoa) and Cap-Marine (Paris), the
Group covers, with dedicated offices, the most important insurance markets such as
London (CR International), Norway (CR Nordic/Bergen), Singapore (CR Asia), USA
(Core CR/NY) and it is present in Greece (Fender S.A./Piraeus), Turkey (Cambiaso
Risso Marine/Istanbul), Naples (CR International), Trieste (CR Sprint) and Monaco
(Cambiaso Risso Marine).
Of course the Cambiaso Risso and Cap-Marine headquarters in Genoa and Paris allow
the Group very intense relationship with the most important marine underwriters in
Italy and France, countries that, together with London, Norway, Asia and US, offer
to all SIACI SAINT HONORE marine clients the most reputable and long established
insurance market for this niche sector.
To reconfirm our special attention to the shipping
segment, Cambiaso Risso operates as ship agent
for every Italian port but also with own its offices in
Monaco, Singapore and Shanghai and a dedicated staff
of 70 people to handle 2500 calls from commercial and
passengers ships throughout the world.

Mauro Iguera
Director, Hull, Shipping and P&I Division
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Hull
LONDON
CR INTERNATIONAL
PARIS
CAP-MARINE

BERGEN
CR NORDIC

NEW YORK
CORE ASSURANCE /
CR MARINE

NORFOLK
CORE ASSURANCE /
CR MARINE

ROUEN
CAP-MARINE
NANTES
CAP-MARINE
GENEVA
SIACI & PARTNERS
MARSEILLE
CR SHIPPING AGENCY
MONACO
CAMBIASO RISSO MARINE
CAMBIASO RISSO INTERNATIONAL
GENOA
CAMBIASO RISSO MARINE
CAMBIASO RISSO SHIPPING AGENCY

TRIESTE
CR SPRINT / CAMBIASO RISSO
SHIPPING AGENCY
CIVITAVECCHIA
CAMBIASO RISSO SHIPPING AGENCY
ISTANBUL
CAMBIASO RISSO MARINE

DUBAI
ALPHA LLOYDS / CR ORION
ATHENES
CAMBIASO RISSO
MARINE/FENDER SA

SEOUL
CR STARBOARD

SHANGHAI
CAMBIASO RISSO
(CHNIA) SHIPPING
AGENCY

NAPLES
CR INTERNATIONAL
SICILY
CAMBIASO RISSO
SHIPPING AGENCY
SINGAPORE
CAMBIASO RISSO ASIA
CAMBIASO RISSO SINGAPORE

SIACI SAINT HONORE / CAP-MARINE
Cambiasso Risso Brokers
Shipping Agency

Last but not least, our longstanding experience in yachting made the Group leader of yacht insurance and port
services such as shipping agency and conciergerie.
All those strategic movements give our Group more resilience in this time of economic uncertainty.
Indeed the world of shipping is facing many new challenges including strong environmental pressure for cleaner
trade, increased regulations and compliant trading conditions, more complicated financing solutions and obviously
continuous cyclical market volatility affecting all segments. Such difficulties were particularly reinforced since the
Covid-19 crisis.
The Marine Insurance markets, whether Hull or P&I, have their own cycles and there is doubt that since the fall of
2018, but even more significantly during the last 18 months, insurers have pushed towards a very hard market.

Market capacity

Coverage and Conditions

The London Hull market was first to react strongly
following a decade of declining premiums and adverse
technical results. Over the last 2.5 years, about 40% of
the number of Lloyd’s syndicates (26 out of 43) have
either shut down completely or stopped writing marine
hull lines of business. The remaining syndicates have
for most reduced their underwriting capacity and
introduced stronger guidelines whereby risk selection
and insurance conditions are stricter and premiums
must be increased to reach “a more acceptable technical
level”, often not acceptable to the ship owners.

With a declining London market we have seen many
“Claims Lead” moving towards the Scandinavian
markets and an increased interest for the Nordic
Marine Insurance Plan which offers “Full risk
coverage” in opposition to the “named perils” covered
under the usual Institute Time Clauses. French and
Italian insurers are still offering good Claims Lead
alternatives, predominantly for their national clients
but also to some international shipping companies.

The European markets (which include mainly
Scandinavia, France, Italy and Germany) have to a
large extend been able to maintain their underwriting
capacities. However, all Marine Insurers have
progressively, and to various degrees, imposed
premium increases, reinforced compliance control and
in all required stricter conditions.
The latest Cefor report has highlighted that total
and major losses, claim cost per vessel and
claims frequency are reducing significantly as per
June 30, 2020. Despite such positive analysis, overall
the technical results have been negative for most
marine insurers, including for large corporations in the
likes of AXA XL, ALLIANZ GC&S, GENERALI.
Scandinavian Insurers (including GARD, NHC, SKULD,
The SWEDISH CLUB) mostly organised as “ship owners
Mutual” have shown more consistency and relative
stability during renewals, although always with
premium increases.
Many other international markets, particularly in
Asia, which used to depend significantly on the
capacities granted by Lloyds have reduced or stopped
underwriting Hull business. However, some local
insurers (predominantly in Singapore and China) are
still active predominantly for Asian fleets but also for
international accounts but to a smaller extend than
before.

Regulations, particularly in Europe, related on one hand
to sanctions and the other to the increasing demands
for identification of the final beneficiaries of insurance
policies are generating additional bureaucracy and
restrictions to which the policyholders of the maritime
world were unaccustomed.
All risks coverage is becoming increasingly difficult to
obtain for single and older vessels.
Cyber Risks have also become an increasing
preoccupation for ship owners. The Insurance markets
have imposed general exclusions but also some buy
back solutions although not always satisfactory or
economically prohibitive.
As a direct result of the Covid-19 most insurers
have requested to include a “Communicable Disease
Exclusion clause” and/or “Pandemic Delay Clause” as
applicable to respective Policies basically excluding or
limiting coverage for any loss, damage, liability, cost,
expenses etc arising directly or not from coronavirus
or similar.

Bertrand Faurisson
Director, Hull and P&I
Division
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Pricing

19
offices

more than

9,000

vessels insured

Marine broker since

Placing a Hull account has traditionally been effected by
“verticalisation” whereby the Claims leader (or Claims lead market)
was enjoying the highest premium level and following capacity was
obtained at same or more favourable premium level. It has now
become customary to have to place a significant portion of the Hull
Policy at higher terms than those quoted by the leader in order to
complete 100% of the placing.
It has become challenging to renew any Hull account for less than
plus 10% premium increase for well performing Owners. Some fleets
with adverse underwriting results are seeing their budgets triple
during renewals with higher clients’ retention, by way of increased
deductibles and/or introduction of aggregate deductibles, and still
generating major placement difficulties.

COVID-19 pandemic – actual and potential
impact

1932

The Covid-19 pandemic’s impact on hull and machinery insurance
has so far been moderate, while marine insurance types such as
Loss of Hire or P&I were more affected. However, there are a number
of factors which may impact the hull and machinery coverage in
opposite ways.

More than

On the one hand, the Covid-19 pandemic led to a reduction in vessel
activity, especially for certain vessel types, a reduction in the claims
frequency and in the average claim cost per vessel.

€450

million in placed
premiums

270
experts

15

P&I
Unlike the past two years, most of the IG Clubs have announced a general increase
for 2020/21 policy year in view of the claims frequency and Pool claims severity
being at a higher level than in previous Policy Years, ranging from 5% to 7.5% with
the exception of the West of England announcing a 2.5% increase.
Having said that and whilst the American Club decided to levy supplementary calls
to its Members for open Policy Years, Steamship Mutual and the Britannia P&I Club
returned premium to their Members. More specifically the following major decisions
were made by some clubs for the 2020-2021 renewal:


The Britannia Board agreed to a Capital Distribution of US$15 million payable to
Members with ships on risk at October 15, 2019.



Furthermore effective February 20, 2020, the terms “Advance Call” and “Deferred
Call” are replaced with the term “Estimated Total Call”, bringing them in line with
all other IG Clubs.



For 27 years now, West of England’s calling mechanism differed from all other
IG Clubs by separating the International Group’s general excess of loss reinsurance
cost for each policy year from the mutual call. With effect from February 20, 2020,
the rating methodology changed by merging the reinsurance rate with the mutual
call.



The American Club Board decided to ask for additional contributions, 22.5% and
17.5% for the open policy years 2016 & 2017 respectively, in order to rectify the
deficit on a standalone basis rather than subsidizing same by the Associations
contingency fund.



Steamship Mutual Board decided the distribution of circa US$17 million to
members, amounting to 7.5% of premium paid for P&I mutual entries in 2019/20,
only for vessels renewing for Policy Year 2020/21.

On the other hand, there is a risk of increased claims cost as a result
of the pandemic related to:


Accumulation of high-value vessels in certain areas.



Increased repairs costs (mainly due to various delays & other
challenges).



Increased risk of technical deficiencies & casualties due to delayed
Inspections and extended trading certificates



Increased use of digital meaning higher risk of cyber-attacks.

With all Clubs having published their relevant 2020 Annual Reports, it is apparent
that most of the clubs’ technical results are negative, with only Steamship Mutual
announcing a marginal 99.80% Combined Net Ratio.
The below table summarises the position as at February 20, 2020 (or December 31,
2019 for American, Shipowners and Swedish Club).

Challenges in changing crews on board vessels may lead to fatigue
and increase the risk of human error resulting in casualties.

languages
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Entered Tonnage
Owned

Chartered

Free Reserves

Combined Ratio

American Club BBB- (S&P)

17 mil

TBC

73 mil

117%

Britannia * A (S&P)

118 mil

45 mil

422 mil

n/a

Gard A+ (S&P)

245 mil

95 mil

1,179 mil

102%

174 mil

137%

London Club BBB (S&P)

67 mil combined

North of England A (S&P)

160 mil

70 mil

444 mil

125.8%

Shipowners Club A (S&P)

27 mil

Ν/Α

340 mil

105.1%

Skuld A (S&P)

93 mil

54 mil

466 mil

109%

Standard Club A (S&P)
Steamship Mutual A (S&P)
Swedish Club A- (S&P)

156 mil combined
88 mil

68 mil

80 mil combined

394 mil

131%

515 mil

99.8%

228 mil

107%

U.K. P&I A (S&P)

142 mil

100 mil

559 mil

120%

West of England A-(S&P)

101mil

40 mil

338 mil

107.2%

*Net of Boudica Assets US$172.3 mil

In the investment field and although returns have
significantly grown for 2019-20 policy year, we are
anxious to see the Covid-19 impact on the current year
and whether any gain of last Policy Year will be diluted.
Feedback so far has indicated that most of the Covid-19
related claims, although quite hefty, will not fall within
pool cover, resulting in losses for the individual clubs
themselves. This in particular is looking like it will
affect the Clubs with large cruise ship and passenger
vessel entries.
P&I Clubs found themselves on the frontline of
the pandemic, assisting the industry to face these
challenging times, mainly with crew related matters;
providing their members with assistance and guidance
on contractual and legal matters that arose. At the
same time, they are now facing the impact of premium
contraction with many vessels going out of service and
laid up (mainly cruise and passenger ships).

Pricing
At the time of writing, Clubs’ Board meetings were
expected to take place, and it remains to be seen
whether the G.I. environment will continue and at
which levels.
As ship owners’ mutual Clubs, one would expect and
hope that P&I Clubs will moderate their expectations
when deciding for the 2021/22 renewals terms and
preferably allocate a reasonable portion of their large
reserves to help their members through these difficult
times.
However, should the net combined ratio for 2020/21
be estimated at the same level as for 2019/20 (117%
average), the weaker Clubs will probably have no
alternative but to target increases in the range of 5% to
7.50% minimum for the next renewal season.

Cambiaso Risso, Cap-Marine and Fender S.A,
with a team of 300 situated in all the main Marine
Insurance markets are best placed to assist all
ship owners worldwide to optimize their Hull,
P&I and related insurance placings and offer best
spoke claims assistance.

Topical focus

Environmental challenges:
sources of new opportunities for the
maritime world
Over and above the «traditional» activities of transporting goods and passengers,
the development of Renewable Marine Energies and the use of new energy sources
for ships create opportunities for marine works and services companies. These
include the installation of bottom-fixed or floating wind turbines, the collection of
the data required for their installation, the introduction of LNG or LPG as fuel for
ships, the installation of wings or sails generating energy savings, the construction
of structures or quays capable of accommodating these new activities, the laying of
cables (energy or data) required for these activities, etc.
This buoyant economic situation is the source of numerous innovations and creates
completely new risk issues, often straddling the traditional understanding by insurers
of maritime risks and "land" risks (P&C).
The transfer of innovation risks to insurers has always been a difficult task and
is even more so today against the backdrop of a sluggish financial market where
insurers want to return to technical profitability and are therefore cautious.
SIACI SAINT HONORE, with its subsidiaries CAMBIASO RISSO, CAP-MARINE and
FENDER S.A., is the European leader working with marine works and services
companies. We provide tailor-made and turnkey solutions to our clients to support
them in their most diverse and complex activities in terms of risks and contractual
arrangements.
This expertise is recognized by insurers and allows us to combine the solutions
offered by the various insurance markets such as Marine, Energy, and technical and
third-party liability risks to offer our clients innovative solutions in line with the
increasing demands of the ordering parties.
We are delighted that so many clients choose to work with us, sometimes for many
years, for the insurance of their ships and/or liabilities in sectors as varied and
specialized as dredging and the laying and maintenance of underwater cables but
also wind turbines, offshore construction and services, geophysics, seismic research,
pipe laying, pilot stations, etc.
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General trends

Jewelry
& Art

For years, Driesassur and SIACI SAINT HONORE had been the main competitors in the
fine jewelry brokerage market. Who could have imagined that one day we would be
united? Yet, that is exactly what happened and since our merger in 2018, we continue
to grow together.
The best examples of this collaboration are the two high-end watchmaker accounts
that we have won. Both present all over the world, their products being the dream
watches of all collectors.
The presence of the Driesassur Team in strategic places worldwide where the
diamond industry has its key establishments, along with the quality of our colleagues
and our choice of underwriters - being it Lloyd’s Syndicates or Insurance companies
that we select, continue to give us an advantage over our competitors.
The arrival of man-made diamonds and online shopping, has prompted the entire
diamond industry to re-think their marketing strategies: as the new generations may
not buy diamonds and jewelry like the last ones. The cycle in the diamond industry is
not too different from any other trend in retail. Hence, we are very proud to share that
our customers have always been the trendsetters, industry leaders and innovators.
We are constantly growing and discovering new ways to collaborate with them, to
ensure that all new exposures are covered to everyone’s full satisfaction.
Insurance business is all about balancing risk and
exposure, so in unprecedented times like now, there are
plenty of opportunities and we are very well positioned
to handle these challenges and to assist and guide our
assureds along the way.

Alain Spruyt
Director, Jewelry & Art Division
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More than

110

Jewelry / Watches /
Diamonds

employees worldwide

Market capacity
More than

10

languages spoken
by our team

7

Since the overall results of Lloyd’s have not been positive for several
years, Lloyd’s itself underwent a serious (necessary) clean up with a
promising result - that for the first time ever, several syndicates who
were not profitable and could not demonstrate becoming profitable,
had to close down in order to protect the entire market. This, along
with large catastrophic losses, pushed the market - for the first time in
many years – from an extra soft market into the direction of a hardening
market. Various syndicates started to increase rates and deductibles,
reviewing the wordings and conditions, and since there were fewer
players, it helped them to go back to proper underwriting, rather than
bidding for price.

offices across
the globe

$ 75 M

Driesassur
is a leading broker for the
diamond and jewelry trade
and fine art insurance
worldwide

80 %
of De Beers customers
insured

95 %
of Alrosa
customers
insured

General
Specie

$ 75 M

Cash in
Transit

$ 550 M

$ 200 M

Jeweler’s Block

Total Specie
income at Lloyd’s

$ 200 M
Fine Art

Out of the 99 Lloyd’s syndicates, 40 underwrite Specie. Driesassur
has an established relationship with 32 of these 40 syndicates.
In addition to these changes, the capacity was also revised because the
most professional insurers wanted to keep the right capacity for the
long-term customers and to say goodbye to the shoppers and the cheap
insurance buyers. In different parts of the market, when a quotation
was made, a polite ‘take it or leave it’ message was presented and some
clients decided to leave, to quickly realize that the grass is not greener
elsewhere and so they came back and opted for the renewed terms and
conditions.
The customers who have remained loyal over the years by staying with
the same brokers and insurers have made the best investment as they
will continue to benefit from the best security and service. This has
always been Driesassur’s role and we are committed to continue doing
so. No matter what happens.

Developments in coverage

French jewelry and watchmaking

Along with above changes came a strong restriction
in terms of coverage, mainly focused on completely
deleting or reducing the third party and employee
infidelity cover. Competition in the insurance industry
was first driven by price and once the bottom was
reached, the game of adding extra covers at hardly any
cost was the next way to win clients.

Since the start of 2020, the crime rate against jewelry
market has remained stable in France - at a level
comparable to that of the last five years with a fairly
reasonable number of thefts and assaults.

So, infidelity became the big thing. With very little
control requirements and limited terms and conditions,
each time an assured gave goods on memo to another
dealer, a claim could be introduced when this person
ran away with the goods or disappeared. Needless to
say, that this became the Mount Everest of losses and
all Lloyd’s syndicates started to lose money by insuring
the diamond industry.

Pricing trends
Today, only large multinationals with a considerable
premium can have such cover, at the right premium
and with the required policy conditions to adhere to.
The hardening market can be noticed by reviewing
the wording: to serve its purpose and to offer at the
right price. The developments in the last three years
have brought a healthy balance and only experienced
brokers can survive in a tough market. Anyone can sell
cheap but selling quality at the right price, is a skill.
Due to Covid-19, many companies had to shut
down their activities or sometimes their activities
were interrupted or came to a complete standstill.
Technically, they did suffer a loss. However, looking at
the wording in the policy, a physical loss like fire, theft,
explosion, earthquake, riot and so on should be the
reason for addressing a claim. Covid-19 however has
not created a physical loss, but a huge commercial one.

Moreover, the recent period of lockdown has confirmed
this trend. At the start of the lockdown strong fears
were expressed: the wearing of face masks prompted
anonymity. However, crime has not increased and we
can assume that, on the contrary, the closure of the
borders to non-Schengen nationals has protected the
market from the activity of certain foreign mafias who
are generally active throughout Europe.
From an insurance point of view, for the time being,
these results have protected the specialist market
from the increase of restrictions seen in other property
damage sectors.
As regards the commercial activity of our customers,
most of them have experienced a strong rebound
since the end of the lockdown. Particularly the luxury
watchmakers and small jewelry stores have had a
post-recovery turnover trend of around +20 to 25 %.
The gold prices have been at a historically high price.
Although, conversely, fine watchmakers and fine
jewelry retailers in the very centre of Paris - mostly
dependent on foreign customers outside of Schengen are today in an extremely difficult situation due to the
lack of visitors.

Several clients have tried through lawyers or class
actions to put pressure on the insurance industry to pay
such losses. As a result, many insurers are reviewing
their policy terms to ensure that there is no ambiguity
in the wording.
When terrorism first struck the world 25 years ago, it
wasn’t insured either. A few Lloyd’s syndicates started
to offer this insurance at very high prices. Many clients
bought this extra protection and so more insurers
started to offer this. Consequently, capacity increased
and so the rates came down. Hence, more and more
people bought this coverage. Today it is still available
at very affordable premiums.
Who knows, maybe one day an underwriter will offer
a dedicated insurance policy to cover BI against
pandemics?
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Art
Market capacity

Developments in coverage

Driesassur became an art related insurance broker out
of pure interest in the Art market. Being an art collector
myself, I often come into contact with galleries, other
collectors and artists. At the time, most insurance
brokers aimed for private collectors and galleries. We
however noticed an insurance vacuum with the artists
and realized: “without artists, there is no art”.

These days, most of the famous contemporary artists
perform in the USA and in China. We travelled to both of
these places extensively and were able to successfully
open an office in Los Angeles from where we serve all
our clients i.e. artists, galleries and private collectors
across the United States. Our teams in Paris and
Antwerp cover France, UK, Belgium and also our teams
in Switzerland, Spain and Italy are partnering with the
best Lloyd’s syndicates and Insurance Companies.

Pricing trends
As with the diamond trade, the art insurance market
has also changed: the capacity has decreased, rates
have increased and conditions have been revised. It
is for example much more complicated and expensive
to insure earthquakes in Los Angeles now than it was
a few years ago. Once a certain area has been covered,
no matter what price one is willing to pay, it will no
longer be available.
With Covid-19, Brexit and the US elections, we
see many people moving art and gold to high end
specialized storage places to maximize the safety of
their valuables. Since this means a concentration of
exposure, we also expect a time when, due to capacity,
there will be a saturation of the coverage.
The insurance world is therefore taking control over
their exposures, which is very important for the
insurance cycle. Every insurance company or Lloyd’s
syndicate buys re-insurance and it is important that
also the re-insurers who play a vital role when huge
catastrophes take place in the world, have a clear
picture of these exposures. This is necessary to avoid
certain companies going bankrupt and clients not
being paid. Hence, again the importance of the broker
who makes sure they only offer the most respected
underwriters to the clients.

We have fine art insurance specialists with strong
language skills and a deep knowledge of the art
environment and challenges.
Driesassur and its customers/partners can also rely
on a competent claims team led by an in-house counsel
working 24/7 for its customers and insurers in order
to service our business continuity and mutual cause
under the policy: paying valid claims. In every claims
scenario, where coverage should be afforded, our
claims team strives to ensure a swift claim process including but not limited to the presentation and further
elaboration of various legal arguments, principles and
policy interpretations in favour of coverage and always
with respect to the policy spirit and insurer’s initial
intent prior to coverage.

Topical focus

INSURANCE OF THE
LARGEST DIAMONDS
Processing Risk insurance is the most delicate insurance that we offer to our
clients. We have been doing this for over 15 years and have insured billions
of dollars in values. Basically, we insure the entire process against accidents,
from a rough diamond to a finished beautifully polished masterpiece.
When a customer buys a rough diamond, an independent expert appointed
by us makes a detailed report on the tension in the stone and on the whole
further process i.e. where the diamond will be manufactured, the skills of the
person who will do this work, what equipment will be used, etc. Based on
this report, a proposal is made. The diamond processing can sometimes take
more than a year, depending on the complexity of the diamond. We offer this
service in Mumbai, Antwerp, New York, Tel Aviv, Johannesburg and Moscow
as we have experts in each of these cities for this extraordinarily complex type
of insurance. We can proudly share that over the years, we have insured the
most beautiful, special and expensive diamonds in the world.
Besides insuring the entire process from rough to polish, we also insure
re-polishing. Some diamonds were polished a few hundred years ago using
completely different skills and equipment. With today’s advanced technology,
such diamonds can be enhanced in colour and purity. However, this poses an
even bigger risk because the stone would be heated again and there would be
then no trace of how the stone was in its original shape when it was mined.
A challenge that we have successfully overcome with our expert insurers
resulting in many happy customers.
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Partnerships

SIACI SAINT HONORE KEY FIGURES FOR 2020
€480.4 million ($530 million) in group turnover

22%
36%

International Mobility (MSHI)

Life and health France (PSC)

Corporate Risks and
Insurance (SCS)

Against the backdrop of an unprecedented health and financial crisis, over and above the placement challenges faced
by all business lines which are discussed in this White Paper, the entire broking profession is under the microscope
at this time.
Although the primary role of the broker is to represent the interests of their clients, they are also the guarantor of
sustainable relationships between the insurers and their clients.
Without insurers, there are no risk coverage solutions for our clients. Without clients, no more insurable risks for
insurers.
This client-insurer ecosystem may suffer during this period as their mutual demands escalate and their economic
realities become more strained.
It is therefore essential for the broker to have an in-depth understanding of their partner insurers: local and global
governance, underwriting policy, and remediation measures on each of the technical lines of the global chessboard of
the broker’s portfolio placement. This is evidenced, in particular, by:

42%

+10% growth in turnover for 2020
12% average growth over the last 5 years
Equal levels of internal and external growth



an ongoing dialogue with insurers at all levels to have our clients’ position understood and heard,



a 360° “client-based” vision, as opposed to a “silo” vision, and the factoring in of its specific features and constraints,



being prepared in advance for their proposals and allowing time for alternative negotiations,

Marine, Logistics and Supply chain sectors in France



the challenge of offering another vision of the insurable risks through innovative solutions.

International Mobility in France and China
Jewelry and gemstones in France

More than ever, our goal is to protect the client’s
position: at the center of the Insurer-Broker
relationship.

Leader among the top 1,000 French companies

Almost 3,000,000 individuals insured in France and around the world
Mylène Poisson-Lebel
Director, Business Development and Insurer Strategy Division

99% of the portfolio in corporate risks
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More than ever, our mission is to be by our clients’ side
in all circumstances and all places. The unprecedented
health events, together with a series of disasters
of all kinds, have taken a heavy toll on insurers and
reinsurers as well as on the companies that we assist
and protect day after day.

Closing
statement

By becoming an international player, while
retaining its French identity and European roots, the
SIACI SAINT HONORE Group forms the link in the
risk chain that makes it possible for these risks to be
covered by the global insurance market. In times as
tense as those we are living through, this high valueadded mission becomes critical for the entire economy
and in particular for the autonomy of each company.
As a recognized specialist in insurance consulting and
brokerage serving companies worldwide, our Group
continues its strong growth with a 10% increase in
revenue in 2019, to more than €480 million. We are
now on track to achieve our stated objective of reaching
€500 million by the end of the year, in spite of a highly
complex Property & Casualty and Marine market. The
role of SIACI Corporate & Specialty, the new name for
our Property & Casualty and Marine business, led by
Cédric Charpentier, has been a determining factor in
this year’s upward trajectory.
As a result, we have been able to continue investing
heavily to pursue harmonious and balanced
development by combining internal and external
growth both in Europe and in our markets in Africa, the
Middle East and Asia.
The unfavorable environment in most global markets
supports and validates our strategy of becoming the
leading independent player in the European market
working with large companies on a global scale. This
is because, in this context, our critical size means
we can continue to meet our commitments in both
environmental and commercial terms while upholding
the ethical rules of our profession.

Taking these CSR issues into account in line with
the values of our Group is an invaluable asset at
the service of our clients. Throughout the world, we
ensure they are provided with the same standard of
service quality thanks to the growing strength of our
international network SIACI GLOBAL PARTNERS and
the dedicated and professional teams working in our
local subsidiaries and entities. Almost 300 international
programs are now managed from Paris and we provide
protection to some 3 million individuals.

We wish all of
our clients every
success and
guarantee that
our teams will
always be there to
support you and
meet your needs.
Pierre Donnersberg
Chairman

Please be assured
that, in these
unprecedented
times, we are
doing everything
possible to defend
your interests at
every step of the
way.

Hervé Houdard,
Vice-Chairman
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CULTURE OF
EXCELLENCE

Find us on

THE CULTIVATION OF EXCELLENCE IS ABOVE ALL
A STATE OF MIND

and at www.s2hgroup.com

SIACI SAINT HONORE is a leading European provider of risk
management consulting and insurance brokerage services, with
strong growth internationally and across all of its markets.
Entrepreneurial shareholders, management and employees
involved in the capital guarantee the group’s independence and the
development of its culture of excellence.
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SEASON, 39 RUE MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVITCH 75017 PARIS

WWW.S2HGROUP.COM

SIACI SAINT HONORE
Head office: Season, 39 rue Mstislav
Rostropovitch - 75815 Paris Cedex 17 - Tel.:
+33 (0)1 4420 9999 - Fax: +33 (0)1 4420
9500 – Insurance or reinsurance broker –
Registered with ORIAS under number 07 000
771 – A French joint stock company “Société
par actions simplifiée” with a capital of
76,884,940 euros – Registered in the French
“Registre du Commerce et des Sociétés
de Paris” under number 572 059 939 – APE
6622 Z – Intra-Community VAT identification
number: FR 54 572 059 939.
Regulated by the French Prudential
Supervision and Resolution Authority (ACPR)
(4, Place de Budapest, CS 92459, 75436 Paris
Cedex 09, France).
In case of a complaint, please write to Service
réclamation, 23, Allées de l’Europe, 92587
Clichy cedex, France.

